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Hazel folk artist has tales to tell
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Rotary lands
$20,000 grant
for amphitheater

I Murray, KY 42071

ins issues burn ban Holland backs decision

By DAVID SNOW
editoremurrayledgercom
The Rotary Club of Murray
will receive a $20,000 grant to
help fund improvements for the
Rotary Amphitheater in Central
Park.
The club made the announcement during an October meeting.
The grant is one of 50 Outdoor Happiness grants provided through McKee Foods, the
maker of Little Debbie brand
snacks. The goal of the Outdoor
Happiness Movement is to support 50 projects in 50 states over
five years, investing more than
$1 million to support outdoor
recreation and healthy, active
lifestyles. Grants of $20,000 are
awarded to a project in each state
that allows people the opportunity to run,jump and play, according to the grant's webpage,creating "outdoor happiness."
The Rotary Club of Murray
received the grant for the state of
Kentucky after McKee Foods received no requests for the money.
"We found out (about the
grant) through Bob Hargrove —
whose brother Don worked for
McKee Foods in Chattanooga,"
said Rotary Club member Ed
Davis. "...What they are doing
is allocating $20,000 to all 50
states. At that particular time
(nine months ago), nobody in the
state of Kentucky applied for the
$20,000.
"So, I think the lady who was
behind the thing — Stephanie
Massey, who I think is a fantastic
individual — had mentioned it to
Don, and Don, of course, being
from Murray, got in touch with
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MCCH earns
A rating from
safety assessment
By JOHN WRIGHT
jwright@murrayledgercom

Ledger & Times file photo
Firefighter Kelly Kemp of Calloway County Fire-Rescue uses a fire swatter to extinguish flames
from a brush fire earlier this year along Hopkins Road In northern Calloway County. Due to a rash of brush fires
in the past few days, and
ongoing dry weather with no significant rain forecast anytime soon, Calloway County Judge-Exec
utive Larry Elkins
issued a countywide ban Wednesday on open burning.
By JOHN WRIGHT
jwright@murrayledgercom
In the wake of several field fire
calls this week, Calloway County Judge-Executive Larry Elkins
opted to issue a countywide ban
on open burning Wednesday afternoon.

The ban is in effect until the
county receives at least one inch
of rainfall, which is why Murray's Justin Holland, official observer for the National Weather
Service Office in Paducah, said
he supports Elkins' decision.
Simply. Holland said, one inch of
rain is not falling on the county

anytime soon.
"We're in a drought,too," Holland said, adding that it is likely
that far-western Kentucky will be
upgraded to a Stage 2 drought today by the U.S. Drought Monitor.
"We are dry around here,"
he said. "We've been in a Stage
I dryght the past three weeks,

actually. We just finished the
warmest October on record and
third-driest on record here (0.37
inches of rainfall).
"The judge's decision is well
justified. I believe."
After four to five brush or
field fire calls to which Calloway
See BURN BAN on Page 2

If it seems Murray-Calloway
County Hospital CEO Jerry Penner
is extra happy this week, well, it is
because he is.
For the third straight time since
last fall. MCCH was given an A rating by the Leapfrog Group, which
assesses hospitals nationwide for
patient safety twice a year.
MCCH was one of only 12
hospitals in Kentucky to achieve
this rating for fall 2016. Some 126
hospitals across the commonwealth
were included in the assessment
that covers their overall performance in keeping patients safe
from preventable harm and medical
errors.
MCCH was the only Kentucky
facility registering an A west of
Bowling Green and Owensboro.
It also scored an A in this year's
spring assessment, having risen
from a C in the spring of 2013.
"it sends a message to our patients that says, first off, we do
it better than most,- Penner said
Wednesday. The ratings were released Monday. "These days, consumers are smart and they look for
the hest places to go. including with
health care. Well, we're also cheaper than other places. which means
you get value when sou come here-.
You're getting more than what you
pay for.
"When you're talking aNnit patients and safety and quality. we're
all trying to do the same things. All
of the steps we take are to prevent
that horrible mistake sou hear about
See MCCH on Page 2

See ROTARY on Page 2
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Playhouse in the Park
reaches out to community

7
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In the summer of 2014,nearly
40 years of collecting costumes
and props was lost to a devastating fire in a storage space
downtown. Since then, the Playhouse in the Park has received
many donations of help from the
community, from costumes and
furnishings to storage space and
monetary donations.
They are looking for some
community support once again.
"Nearly $40,000 worth of
props and costumes were lost;
the whole men's section was
gone (after the fire). It was dev-

astating,” said Lisa Cope,the executive director of the Playhouse
in the Park."It was a really great
space(we had downtown)."
At the time, Playhouse in the
Park was taking donations to
replenish the things it needed,
show by show, but after the storage space loss, it needed a place
to keep those donations.
That's where Reed Interiors
of Murray stepped up.
Rusty Jones, the president
and chair of the Playhouse in the
Park's board of directors, said
that Reed Interiors offered them
DEBBIE BATTEIGER/Ledger 8. Times
a storage space at a time when
Playhouse
in
Park
the
Executive
Director
Cope
Lisa
stands
in the middle of the comthey needed it most.
munity theater's current storage unit. They are looking to replace the 950 square foot
See PLAYHOUSE on Page 5 facility with an equally comparable one.

Murray State University announces finalists for Provost position
Special to the Ledger
Murray State University has
announced two finalists for the
provost and vice president for
academic affairs position.
The finalists include Dr. Mark
Anderson, the dean of the College of Science and Mathematics at Kennesaw State University, and Dr. Robert Fischer Jr.,
the dean of the College of Basic

and Applied Sciences at Middle
Tennessee State University.
Both candidates will visit
the Murray campus the week of
Nov. 7. During the visits, finalists will meet with Murray State
University President Bob Davies, university deans and other
leaders, faculty, staff and students. Each finalist will participate in a public forum open to

the entire university community.
The finalists were selected by
the search committee following
a national search.
•Anderson has served as the
dean of the College of Science
and Mathematics at Kennesaw
State University since July
2012. While at Kennesaw State,
he has initiated two new thesis-based graduate programs and
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a new Ph D. degree program in
advanced analytics and data science, led the college's strategic
planning process and secured
private support and grants totaling nearly $2.5 million.
He has previously held positions at the University of
Colorado—Denver and Virginia
Polytechnic Institute and State
University. He earned his Ph.D.

in chemistry at the University
of Wisconsin-Madison and his
bachelor's degree in chemistry
at Indiana University at Bloomington.
Anderson will be on the Murray State University campus on
Wednesday.
•Fischer has served as the
dean of the College of Basic
See MSU on Page 5
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Murray I

WEATHER

Daily Forecast
Today: Scattered showers and thunderstorms,
mainly after 11am. Mostly cloudy, with a high near
76. Light and variable wind
becoming
northwest
5
to 8 mph in the morning.
Chance of precipitation is
30%.
Tonight: Isolated showers before 7pm. Mostly
cloudy, then gradually becoming clear, with a low
around 50. North wind 6 to
8 mph. Chance of precipitation is 10%.
Friday: Sunny, with a
high near 68. North northeast wind 5 to 9 mph.
Friday Night: Mostly
clear, with a low around
42. North northeast wind

II BURN BAN
From front
County Fire-Rescue responded
Tuesday, Elkins met with CCFR
and other county officials to discuss the situation Wednesday. In
the end, he said it was a matter of
being safe rather than sorry.
"1 don't like having to do it
because it does inconvenience
people," Elkins said. -The fact
of the matter is, though. this is a
public safety issue and that has to
be given top consideration."
Elkins then defined "open
burning."
"That means no burning of
any kind, no matter what time of
day," he said. "Talking with people, some of those(Tuesday fires)
were caused by mischief, I guess
you could.say, but still that means
you have a situation where things
can develop very quickly, and we
decided it was best to go ahead
and issue the ban."
The order stipulates that
"CCFR is authorized to request
such state or federal assistance as
may be available to minimize human suffering, restore public ser-

around 5 mph becoming
calm in the evening.
Saturday: Sunny, with
a high near 67. Calm wind
becoming north northeast
around 6 mph in the afternoon.
Saturday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around
45. Calm wind.
Sunday: Sunny, with a
high near 71. Calm wind
becoming east northeast
around 5 mph in the afternoon.
Sunday Night: Mostly
clear, with a low around 45.
Light east southeast wind.
Monday: Sunny, with a
high near 72. South southeast wind 3 to 6 mph.
Monday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around
49. Light south wind.
Tuesday: Mostly sunny,
with a high near 71. West
southwest wind 3 to 6 mph.
Tuesday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around
49. Light and variable wind.
Wednesday:
Mostly
sunny, with a high near 69.
North northwest wind 5 to 7
mph.
vices and alleviate unanticipated
financial obligations on state and
local government resulting from
this emergency." In addition, local law enforcement will enforce
the order.
Also, "any person who violates the ban on open burning established in this executive order
shall be subject to penalties provided under (Kentucky Revised
Statute 39A.990), and/or such
penalties as are provided under
state law."
The commonwealth is in its
mandatory fall fire hazard season until Dec. 15, which calls for
no burning between 6 am. and 6
p.m. daily within 150 feet of any
woodland or brushland.
Elkins' ban is even more restrictive, banning all burning until conditions change.
This marks the second time
since the summer of 2012 that
Elkins has issued a burn ban in
the county. On that occasion, the
area was in the grips of one of the
worst droughts in 30 years, while
baking under seemingly never-ending 100-degree days with
very low humidity.•

•ROTARY
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From front
Bob,and Bob told me."
Dais said that when he talked
to Massey, she told him that she
has relatives in Hardin and that
she was coming to the area for a
visit. While she was in the area,
she came to Central Park and got
pictures.
The club was able to put together the needed paperwork and
receive the $20,000 grant, reducing the need tor tax monies to go
toward the project.
According to the grant's website. only 21 states had taken
advantage of the grant program
coming into this year.
Phase 2 of the amphitheater
area is almost completed, requiring some landscaping and additional lighting.
"We just received donations
of street lights," said Rotary Club
member Roger Reichmuth. "The
First Baptist Church used them
before they demolished that parking lot to build their new building.
They were just going to discard,
them, and they were brand-new
with LED (light-emitting diodes).
That saved a bunch of money; it'll
cost about $500 apiece to erect
them with the concrete and the labor and that sort of thing."
Reichmuth said State Rep.
Kenny Imes was looking into oth-

From front
from time to time in hospitals from
happening, and this seems to show
that, in general, that kind of thing
doesn't happen too often here."
Penner said the Leapfrog rankings were not the most important
thing for the hospital until the last
few years. when patient safety and
hospital quality became highly important metrics for medical providers nationwide. Failure to continue
improving in these areas can now
mean heayr financial penalties at a
time of turbulence for healthcare.
"Those are the most important
two things out there right now, so,
yes, something like the Leapfrog
survey is something we're taking
much more seriously," said Penner.
also noting MCCH's top 10 percent
ranking for the nationwide Health
Grades assessment.
"And if you look at it closer,
you'll notice that many of the same
places getting the A ratings on the
Leapfrog survey are getting the
highest scores for the Health Grades

Ledger & Times file photo
Patrons enjoy a performance at the Rotary Amphitheater last May. The Rotary Club of
Murray gained a $20,000 grant last month to help improve the park.
er safety lights for the amphitheater area.
He said that Rotary would add
a parking area in the back for people to load and unload items and
two more pads for disabled people. Other additions include trash
cans and stair lighting, along with
stage lighting.
"Phase 3 will be a storage and
dressing room structure behind
the stage, behind the wall," he
said.
assessment as well. This kind of
thing doesn't happen in isolation.
It's the same teams that get the wins.
and that's because they take steps to
continue getting better."
One of those steps is a daily
meeting of what hospital Vice President for Patient Care Services Jeff
Eye referred to as the operations
staff. He said this takes about 15
minutes,but often leads to follow-up
conversations throughout the day for
individual departments.
"This was something I had seen
at(a hospital in the Kansas City area)
before I came here, and it seemed'to
work there, and everybody seems to
have been excited to participate in
it." Eye said."The biggest thing that
comes from that.I think,is improved
communication,and it's very open. I
may ask a question, but they're the
ones doing all of the talking.
"And during the day. if someone
has a question that can't wait for the
next day, or if there is an issue that's
happening, that's something that
gets discussed as soon as possible.
We know that's not going to just take
care of itself."
Penner said MCCH was one of

The Rotary Club also plans
on creating a manorial tree park,
with markers at the base of trees
etched with the names of former
members. The club is seeking applications from family members
and friends of former members
who would want to memorialize
them in the tree park. The cost of
a memorial and tree is $135.
Information about the Rotary
Memorial Tree Park and applications for markers can be obtained
the first providers in the region to
adopt a protective measure in its
penoperative area, involving the use
of a wand that, when waved over
patients, can detect specially-designed surgical sponges to prevent
the sponges from being left inside
patients.
"You're also talking about patient identifications, where two people have the same names,just different middle initials," he said. "You
don't want to give blood meant for
one of those people to the other person. The fact remains, though, we
get busy,just like any other hospital
does, but getting busy doesn't make
it an excuse to make a mistake.
"We do all of this for our patients. They're the ones that always
come first, and we're telling them
that we're not going to tolerate getting C's, D's or F's with this stuff."
"When you're talking about patient safety and patient quality, it's
not easy work. It's very hard to stay
successful," Eye said. -And, yes,
it's when people from outside the
hospital recognize what you do like
this, it brings a smile to our faces because we have a lot of very talented

through any Rotary Club member.
The Rotary Amphitheater has
multiple uses, as it has shown
since it was built, from concerts
and the Highland Festival to productions and reunions and church
services.
Anyone wanting to donate to
the amphitheater project or any
other Rotary Club of Murray
project can mail it to Rotary Club
of Murray, P.O. Box 411, Murray,
KY 42071.01
people who do very good work and
those people take lots of pride in that
work.
"However, this is a hospital
where taking care of people matters
most. Here, we try to handle each
case as we would our friends or
family members,and there are times
that, yes, our people are caring for
their friends and family members in
a small town like this."
More than 2,600 hospitals across
the country are graded twice annually. according to the Leapfrog
Group, which conducts the survey in
conjunction with such organizations
as the Centers for Disease Control,
Centers for Medicare and Medicaid
Services and Agency for Healthcare
Research and Quality.
Leapfrog explains on its website
that 30 measures are used to develop
the final score, with those measures
being based on evidence. opportunity for improvement and impact. The
Hospital Safety Score places each
measure into one of two domains
— Process/Structural Measures and
Outcome Measures — each accounting for 50 percent of the overall
score.

Kopperud Realty's
Oftee.t
eo.e,e4a-ed.
Sat., Nov.5 10am-12pm

Charming 3 Bedroom, 2 Bath Home Located In
North Calloway County! Home features unique
vaulted ceilings. skylights, and arched doorways. Large living room, breakfast bar. formal
dining room, large utility with tons of storage.
updated kitchen with new stainless appliances,
new wood laminate flooring. Replacement windows throughout. Large fenced back yard with
a wonderful country feel! Ideally located just
minutes from Highway 641 and Highway 80
Move- in ready' MLS #87142 $147500.

6ale
Cornelison
270-293.9333

Sat., Nov.5• 1 pm-3 pm

David Ramey will fight
for you in Frankfort!
He'll defend Murray State and Kentucky Education!
He'll fight to finish US 641!

Location, location, location
This home is
a well maintained. 4br/2ba brick ranch with
over 2200 sq ft of living area, so conveniently
located near Murray High, Elementary. Arboretum, and Murray State University. Neutral
decor throughout and move in ready. Immediate possession is available. MLS #87994, Rialto/au
$199,000.
27o-23-bed

Sun., Nov.6 1pm-3pm

Sat., Nov.5 1pm-3pm

Adorable 3 B11.12 BA home located on a quiet street
close to MSU campus in Murray! Home features
approx. 1,809 sq ft of living area including a large
great room with skylights, new replacement windows throughout, updated kitchen apnliances, and
washer & dryer included. A large panially finished
basement provides an excellent bonus or game
room along with an abundance of additional storage. A large back deck with a fenced-in back yard
add to the exterior appeal MLS #851227 $119,900

John
Kopperud
270-293.3474

Sun., Nov.6 1pm-3pm

Fabulous custom built one owner home nestled on 353
acres Features include 9 foot ceilings, hardwood
floors,
and spacious kitchen open to dining room (with
fireplace) and "keepng nun'family room-perfect for entertaining 4 bedrooms on main floor Upstairs has bonus
nun. full bath and two moms that could he beircsims
tone has built in hunk beds) Located only I I miles from
Murray and S miles from Kenlake State Park MLS
287357 $519.000. ALSO AVAILABLE WITH ONLY
4.73 ACRES FOR 5409.000, MLS/87635,

Men
Wookinder
170-293-2045

Hell fight t''o save our lakes from invasive species!
He'll stand up to Matt Bevin's bullyin

270-753-1222
tis custom-built home nestled on wooded 113
rr lot Home located near KY TN border. within I 5
minute dnve to Murray or Paris Features 4 BR(2 s
hath,large living mom.formal dining mom,. beautiful
kitchen with granite commencing, breakfast area with
spectacular view Master on main floor. with 3 .ddinasal bedesms and bonus area on second floor, large
family ossm in third floor Addinorud S car detached
garageworkshop area with full bath In mint condi
non and move-in ready'MLS 06142 1379.000

inurroykyroolostato.corn

711 Main St. • 270-753-1222
www.murraykyrealestate.com
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KHC names executive director
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The Kentucky Humanities
Council Inc. has named Bill Goodman its new executive director.
A native of Glasgow, Goodman
has served as host and managing
editor of the Emmy Award-winning
public affairs senes "Kentucky Tonight" on Kentucky Educational
Television (KET) since 1996. A
longtime supporter of the humanities and arts in Kentucky,Goodman
will join the Kentucky Humanities
Council on Jan.!.
As its chief executive, Goodman
will bring the same passion for developing an informed citizenry and
educating the public at large that he
has performed at KET for the past
21 years.
"I am confident that I can continue the advocacy on behalf of the
KHC to support the history, heritage and cultural environment in the
commonwealth," he said. "I look
forward to furthering the mission
of the council, telling Kentucky's
story."
The Kentucky Humanities
Council's services and programs,
hosted by local organizations and
schools, have reached more than
100,000 Kentuckians every year
since 1972. The council has invested more than $14 million in sharing
Kentucky's stories with the people
of the commonwealth.
Additionally, Goodman serves
as host for "Education Matters,"
KET's election night coverage, and
"One to One with Bill Goodman,"
where he has conducted compelling
conversations with guests including Pulitzer Prize winner George
Will; Nikky Finney, poet, professor

and recipient of the National Book
Award for Poetry; actor Richard
Dreyfuss; current and former Kentucky political leaders and many
others.
In April 2013, Goodman was
inducted into the Kentucky Journalism Hall of Fame.
Writer of the KET blog "Bill's
Eye," Goodman also holds a master
of fine arts degree in creative nonfiction from Spalding University in
Louisville. His collection of personal essays, titled "Beans, Biscuits.
Family and Friends: Life Stories,"
was published in the fall of 2015.
He will be signing his book at the
2016 Kentucky Book Fair on Saturday at the Frankfort Convention
Center.
"Bill Goodman is the perfect fit
for the Kentucky Humanities Council," said board chairman Howard
Roberts. "We look forward to a
bright future with Bill as our new
executive director."
Goodman replaces former executive director Ben Chandler, who
left his position on Aug.3110 be the
leader of another nonprofit organization in Louisville.
Located in Lexington, the Kentucky Humanities,Council Inc. is
a nonprofit Kentucky corporation
affiliated with the National Endowment for the Humanities. It is not a
state agency. For information about
the council's programs and services,
including the Kentucky Book Fair,
Kentucky Chautauqua, Chautauqua
in the Schools, Prime Time Family Reading Time, Speakers Bureau
and Kentucky Humanities magazine, visit wwwiyhiunanities.org.

Paducah to host next
scholastic chess tourney
By DAVID SNOW
editor@murrayledger.com
Area students who enjoy
playing chess have another opportunity to face students at their
academic level this Saturday, as
the McCracken County Scholastic Chess Tournament will
feature players from schools
throughout western Kentuckky.
The tournament will be
played Saturday at the University of Kentucky Engineering
Campus at 4810 Alben Barkley
Drive in Paducah. Registration
begins at 8 a.m., with the first
round to begin at 9 a.m. The entry fee is $20 at the site and $10
if received by Friday. Entries
can be mailed to 300 Cumberland Ave., Paducah, KY 42001
or paid at the site. Those wanting
to mail early entry fees should
first contact Quad A coordinator Thomas Knight at thomas.
knight@mccracken.kyschools.
us to ensure that it would qualify. Checks should be made out to
Lone Oak Intermediate School.
While most of the players
will come from organized chess
clubs at their schools, students
who want to play in the tournament do not have to be a part of
an organized club. In fact, they
can still represent their school.
A school's players' points are
added together at the end of the
tournament to get the final team
score. Each player gets one point
for a win and a half-point for a
draw.The top four teams in each
of the divisions — K-3, K-5, K-8
and K-12 — and the top six individuals will get prizes. Schools
must have at least two representatives to qualify for team priz-

es, but every player is eligible
for individual awards,even if he
is the only representative of his
school.
Players must be members of
the U.S. Chess Federation, and
memberships will not be sold
at this tournament. Information
about joining the USCF can be
found at USchess.org.
The tournament will be a
four-round .Swiss-style event.
Swiss style means that players
with similar results after a round
will be paired in the next. For
example, players who win in the
first round will be paired in the
next round with someone else
who won his first-round game.
Each player will play all four
rounds, regardless of the result.
The tournament may be expanded to five rounds if a large number participates.
Players will have 45 minutes
to play their moves in the K-3
and K-5 divisions, while players
in the K-8 and K-12 divisions
will have 60 minutes.
This event is the third tournament of the scholastic chess
season in Quad A, one of four
scholastic chess regions in pntucky which includes scho&s in
western Kentucky. Students in
public or private schools or who
are homeschooled can take part
in these tournaments.
The season opened Oct. 7 at
the MSU Paducah Campti&-with
the second tournament taking
place at the MSU Hopkinsville
Campus on Oct. 21.
Murray Elementary School
will host the next Quad A scholastic tournament on Nov. 19 at
Murray State's Curris Center.•

Kirksey School 1937
From left,(first row)John B. Smith, Evon Sutter, Alvin Usrey, Marie McCallon, Joe Miller, Christelle Palmer, teacher, Barney ?, Bobby Gene Burchett, Conrad Smith, Betty Sue Workman, Fred Cain (second row) James Jones,
Bonelle Taylor, Kathleen Dowdy, James V. Edwards, Charles K. Cochran, Joe Bagwell, Martha Mae Perry, George
Dowdy (third row) Donald Tucker, Norma Jean Jones, Sam Bagwell, Doris Ann Pool, Rob Ray, Sue Brooks, Max
Crouch, Ted Ray Wilson, Clarice Palmer and Merritt Lawson.
Photo provided by Alvin Usrey

The Murray Ledger & Times will be publishing photographs taken in the past of people, places and events in Murray and Calloway County.
Email photos to communitynews(ci murrayledger.com or bring them to our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.

Beshear warns of scams targeting veterans
Special to the Ledger
As Veterans Day approaches, Kentucky Attorney General
Andy Beshear is warning Kentuckians to be cautious of scams
targeting veterans.
According to the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs,
there are nearly 330,000 veterans in Kentucky who could be
the target of scams.
The scams include calls and
emails offering bogus military
discounts and soliciting personal
military information. Scammers
are pretending to be a deploying
solider or claim to be a representative from a bogus military
charity.
"We owe an incredible debt to
those who have fought.to defend
our freedoms," Beshear said.
"As we prepare to honor those
who have served our country
on Veterans Day, I want to warn
our veterans and military families to be cautious of scammers
who do the inconceivable — attempt to defraud them and take
advantage of their sacrifice and
service."
Beshear said AARP has is-

sued a nationwide alert to help classified ads may target veter- gator.org. Additional research
veterans identify the top scams ans by promising military dis- tools and resources can be found
targeting veterans and military counted rent. The scammer then on the attorney general's office
families.
takes a veteran's money through website.
*Veterans Affairs impos- a wire transfer as a security de*Veterans and their families
tor scam: By phone or email, a posit to the "landlord."
should only work with VA-acscammer may claim he or she is
*Fake military charity scams: credited representatives refrom the Department of Veterans Scammers often try to use what garding their benefits. To find a
Affairs and ask to confirm or up- sounds like legitimate charities VA-accredited representative,
date personal military informa- and reference armed forces, vet- visit http://www.va.gov.
tion.
erans or military families to try
To report a scam,contact the
*Deployment scam: Con art- and swindle Kentuckians.
attorney general's office at 888ists may pretend to be a deployBeshear offered these tips to 432-9257 or file a complaint oning service member who places help veterans and Kentuckians line.
an online classified ad looking identify scams.
Kentuckians are urged to stay
to sell an expensive item right
*Be suspicious when asked up-to-date on new and trending
away at a steep discount. The to pay with gift cards or by wire scams by signing up for scam
scammer will ask for upfront transfer. These payment meth- alerts. To enroll, text the words
payment with gift cards or wire ods are often used by scammers KYOAG Scam to GOV3I 1
transfer and never provide the because they are difficult to (468311), or enroll online at
item.
track and nearly impossible to agly.gov/scams and select text
*Benefits
buyout scam: recover.
message or email alert.
Scammers may target veterans
*The Department of Veterans
In October, Beshear an
in need of money and offer to Affairs will never call to update nounced
Kentucky service
pay them cash in exchange for personal financial information members and their families tartheir future disability or pension over the phone.
geted by retailer USA Discountpayments. The cash offered is
*Donors who are not familiar ers will share nearly $1 million
usually only a small part of the with a charitable organization in restitution from a multistate
value of the disability or pension and how they use their money settlement to resolve claimi
benefit.
can verify what percentage of the company preyed on service
*Military discounted rent their income goes to the char- members with deceptive trade
scam: Fake online real estate ity's purpose on CharityNavi- practices.

(Some exclusions apply)
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LYNN GROVE CLASS OF
1956: The Lynn Grove Class
of 1956 met on Sept. 24 at
Crossroads Restaurant for its
60th class reunion. Members
attending were (from left)
Max Morris, Jeanne Williams
Cook, Betty
Armstrong
Gentry,
Yolanda
Ford
Glisson, Prentice Darnell,
Ann Black Roberts and Roy
Mae Hartsfield Crook. Not
pictured are Mary Gregory,
Lee Ann Dillion, Gene Crook,
Charles Roberts, Owen Cook,
Shirley Morris, Bill Gentry
and Melva Ray Cooper. Those
unable to attend included
Jerry Ford, Bobby Fain, Linda
Waters Fisher and Bobble
Kelso Troutman. Deceased
classmates are Marie Rogers
Jewell, Janice Armstrong
Overcast, Glenn Cochrum,
Ray Sims, Lottie Taylor Van
Etten and Ray Warren.

DATEBOOK
Angel Alert issued
The Calloway County Family Resource Center has issued an Angel Alert for houses or apartments for rent. There are a number of families
with multiple children who are in need of safe,
affordable housing with a landlord who is willing to work with them on deposits. Contact the
center at 270-762-7333 for more information.

Martha

Pancake breakfast offered

There will be a pancake breakfast from 8 to
Finney Andrus
Community editor 10:30 a.m. on Saturday, Nov. 5, at Lynn Grove
United Methodist Church, sponsored by the
South Pleasant Grove UMC senior youth group.
Pancakes, sausage and a drink will be served. All donations will be
used to purchase Christmas gifts for the Calloway County Santa
Project.

Rebate night to be held
The Breast Cancer Support Group will hold a rebate night at Mr.
'Gatti's from 4 to 9 p.m. on Thursday, Nov. 3,to raise funds for 3D
'mammography at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

Bazaar will be Saturday
The United Methodist Women of Goshen Methodist Church will
host its 30th Christmas in the Country Boaaar from 8 a.m. until noon
on Saturday. Nov. 5, in the Family Fellowship Center on Kentucky
121 North in Stella. Baked goods, attic treasures and holiday crafts
will be offered. Country ham and sausage biscuits will be available.
-Proceeds from this event will be used to help support community
projects.

Community read to be held at CCPL
. There will be a community read on "The Curious Incident of the
Dog in the Night-time" at 2 p.m. Sunday, Nov. 6, at the Calloway
„County Public Library. This event is sponsored by the Calloway
County Endowment for Healthcare through an Arts Access Grant
from the Kentucky Arts Council and will be facilitated by Con
stance Alexander. The public is invited to attend.

Noel Market to be at First Christian

The Noel Market, sponsored by the Christian Women's Fellowship of First Christian Church (Disciples of Christ), will be from 8
h.m. to I p.m. Saturday,Nov.5,at ill N. Fifth St. Tickets are $6 for
the soup and cornbread lunch and may be bought from any member
, of the CWF or by calling the church at 27-753-3824.

Authors'group will meet Saturday

MSU AIMS awarded U.S. Department of Education grants
Special to the Ledger
Dr. Doris Clark-Sarr, the
Adventures in Math and Science director at Murray State
University, has been awarded
three grants totaling more than
$750,000 from U.S. Department
of Education federal TRIO programs.
Federal TRIO programs are
designed to provide services for
low-income students and adults
with the goal of helping them
progress through the academic pipeline from middle school
to postbaccalaureate programs.
The TRIO grants will help individuals from the university's
service regions in Missouri and
Kentucky.
According to Clark-Sarr, the
three projects will serve over
2,200 students and 1,000 adults
yearly. The benefits to Murray
State include increased enrollment and retention assistance,
particularly with recruitment of
students who started college but
did not finish and are now considered adults for college reentry.
The Educational Talent Search
grants, one targeting Kentucky
and the other Missouri, will
provide academic tutoring, assistance for college entrance
exams and college admission

Dr. Doris Clark-Sarr
applications, career exploration,
financial aid advising, personal
and career counseling and exposure to college campuses and
cultural events as well as several
other services for sixth-through
12th-graders who are interested
in college.
Specifically, these two grants
will serve regional schools with
a high percentage of students
who participate in the free or
reduced-price lunch program,

Fe:/ta /4futeueozeotegt
Ava Ryann Schmitt

Anthony and Megan Schmitt of Murray, Kentucky,are the parents
of a daughter,Ava Ryann,born at 5:51 p.m. Friday,Oct. 21,2016,at
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She weighed 7 pounds, 10 ounces and measured 20 1/2 inches.
The mother is the former Megan Underwood.
Grandparents are Sam and Susan Underwood of Murray, Keith
and Tonya Salyer of Salem and Jim and Katherine Schmitt of Chesterton, Indiana.•

The Murray Authors'Support Group will meet at 3 p.m. Saturday,
Nov.5,at Brookdale of Murray. The group will meet with members
Of Bobbie Smith Bryant's writing group from Louisville. Those interested are welcome to attend.

based on 2015 data from the
Kentucky and Missouri departments of education.
The college and career access opportunities provided
for the students involved in the
program will be invaluable for
both students and parents who
have questions and need assistance with college preparation,"
said AIMS Coordinator Stephen
Keene, who assisted in the grant
proposals by securing commitments from the schools the
grants will serve. The program
will offer one-on-one services
that may not be possible through
their high school counselors
simply based on the number of
students being served at each
school."
The goal of the Educational Talent Search grants differs
from that of the Educational
Opportunity Center grant. This
third grant aims to grow the
number of adults enrolled in
postsecondary education who
are from counties in the university's Kentucky service region
that have higher poverty rates
than the 19.1 percent state average.
The grant states "that communities are landlocked and lack
the transportation infrastructure that could connect them
with more prosperous sections
of Kentucky. The target areas
are located in the Delta Region,
which has been declared a severely impoverished area by the
federal government."
Clark-Sarr said she was inspired to apply for the three
grants because there is a need
to serve the region's populations

and to create more jobs.
"It creates great collaborative
opportunities with other community organizations as well,"
she said.
AIMS falls within the division of student affairs at Murray
State and is a part of the Upward
Bound federal TRIO program.
The department was awarded
two Upward Bound math and
science program grants worth
a total of $2,625,000 over five
years from the U.S. Department
of Education in 2012.
Keene, who also serves as
vice president of the Kentucky
Association of Educational Opportunity Program Personnel,
explained that having six of the
eight total TRIO program grants
is a great asset for the university
and commended Clark-Sarr on
her ability to win the projects.
"The competitions are extremely competitive, and for
Murray State to be awarded two
Talent Search grants and one
Educational Opportunity Center
grant is phenomenal," he said,
adding that he has met numerous people through KAEOPP
who are "in awe of the ability that Dr. Sarr has had in obtaining three new grants while
maintaining two Upward Bound
Math Science Grants."
Each of the new grants will
run from Sept. 1 through Aug.
31 for five years. After the fiveyear cycle, AIMS will need to
reapply; however, each year,
they will submit an annual performance report to ensure compliance with program objectives
in order to secure the next year's
funding.•

gals
Mr. E is back in town
and slashing prices
for Christmas!

Hunger awareness banquet planned
There will be a Hunger and Homeless Awareness Banquet at 6:30
p.m. Saturday. Nov. 5, in the Curris Center Ballroom on the campus of Murray State University. Soup for the Soul and The Gentry
: House are joining together for this interactive event. Participants
will be given a number when they enter. That number will represent either the upper class, middle class or poverty class and will
be seated accordingly. Guest speakers will be featured from each
organization. Tickets are a $50 donation to Soup for the Soul and
• The Gentry House.
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PEO Sisterhood to meet Saturday
The PEO Sisterhood will meet at 10 a.m. on Saturday, Nov. 5,
at the home of Charlotte Gregory. All members are encouraged to
attend.

Good Shepherd to hold craft fair
Good Shepherd United Methodist Church at 84 Cherry Corner
Road will have a craft fair and bazaar from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. on Saturday,Nov.5. Ham and sausage biscuits,chili and homemade baked
goods will also be available. All proceeds will go to support local
mission projects.

Knit Wits will meet
The Knit Wits will meet at I p.m. every Friday in the library of
the Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens Center. Knitters and
crocheters of all levels are welcome. For more information,call Dot
at 270-293-5588.

WATCH needs aluminum cans
The WATCH Center at 702 Main St. needs aluminum cans for
•an ongoing fundraising project. Cans may be dropped off any time
by driving through the driveway on the west side of the center and
placing them in the cotton wagon.

111:.".11

&Gifts
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.Young Cemetery seeks donations
Funds are needed for the upkeep of Young Cemetery. Send con•tributions to Young Cemetery at 8687 Kentucky 94 West, Murray,
'KY 42071.
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Margie A. Winchester
Margie A. Winchesici, , of Kirksey.Kentucky,
died Tuesday, Nov. 1,2016, at Baptist Health Care
in Paducah, Kentucky.
She was born July 30,1949,in Murray,Kentucky
to Robert and Lucy McCuiston Williams.
She was a homemaker and a member of Grace
Baptist Church.
In addition to her parents,she was also preceded
in death by her husband, Billy Dean Winchester,
and one grandson,Zakari Winchester.
Winchester
Mrs. Winchester is survived by three sons, Robert Winchester of Lexington,Scott Winchester and wife Amanda and
Paul Winchester and wife Kimberly, all of Murray; two brothers,
Johnny Williams and wife Diane and Jimmy Williams and wife Liz,
all of Lynn Grove; eight grandchildren, Jesse Winchester, Harleigh
Merrel and husband Brodie, Dalton Winchester, Lucy Winchester,
Scott Winchester,Carson Greifenkamp,Timothy Chapman and Kelly Chapman; three great-grandchildren,Trinyle Faith Merrel, Brantley Clay Winchester and Joshua Shaye Merrel; and extended family,
David Emerson, Sabrina Martin and husband Greg, Mia Martin,
Rodney Emerson,and Dolan Emerson.
The funeral service will be at 2 p.m. Saturday, Nov.5,2016,at the
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with Randy Kuykendall and Charles
Miles officiating. Burial will be in Hicks Cemetery. Visitation will
be from 5 to 8 p.m. Friday. Nov.4,2016,at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Hicks Cemetery
Fund,c/o Gary Farris,498 Farris Road, Murray, KY 42071.
Online condolences may be left at. www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Binitta Irvan
Binitta Irvan, 93, of Murray, Kentucky, died
Tuesday, Nov. 1, 2016, at the Oak View Nursing
Home in Calvert City, Kentucky.
She was born June 9, 1923, in Weakley County,
Tennessee, to Everette and Myrtle Harris Terrell.
In addition to her parents,she was also preceded
in death by her husband. Harold Irvan, and a son
Gerald Irvan.
She was a homemaker and a member of the
Church of Christ.
Irvan
Mrs. Irvan is survived by three grandchildren,
Teresa Sanders and husband Karl, Michael Irvan.
and Rhonda French and husband Wayne; three great-grandchildren.
Amber French, Alley French, and Whitney Irvan; four great-great
grandchildren, Destini Irvan, Landon Irvan. Levi Verzywvelt. and
Sophia Verzywvelt; one brother, Billy Terrell and wife JoAnne of
Glen Carbon, Illinois; one sister, Sue Ann Templeton of Jackson
Tennessee, and several nieces and nephews.
The funeral service will be at 2 p.m. Friday, Nov. 4, 2016, at
the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with Mike Emstburger officiating.
Burial will follow in Murray Memorial Gardens. Visitation will be
from 5 to 8 p.m. on Thursday, Nov. 3.2016, at the funeral home.
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

William 'Bill' Newsome

Cynthia Jeannene Pettett, 78, of Hardin, Kentucky, formerly of Murphysboro, Illinois, entered
into eternal rest on Oct. 30, 2016,in Stafford, Virginia.
She was born Feb. 2, 1938, in Pana, Illinois, to
Eugene J. and Winifred R. Southwell Hinton.
She graduated from Pana High School and received her bachelor's degree in women's physical
education from Southern Illinois University in
Carbondale.
Petted
During her lifetime,Cynthia taught at the Chillicothe High School in Chillicothe, Illinois; Keller Grade School in
Peoria Heights, Illinois; and the Gorham Schools in Gorham, Illinois. She worked several years helping her husband,Gene,at Pettett
Funeral Home in Murphysboro, and was the retired owner/operator
of Kenlake Marina and Cindy's on the Barge restaurant located at
Kenlake State Resort Park in Aurora. She was a member of St. Matthew by the Lake Lutheran Church in Benton.
She married Herbert E."Gene" Pettett on Nov. 22, 1964,in Pana,
Illinois. Born to this union were two daughters, Monique N. Pettett
of Fredericksburg. Virginia, and Jeannene P.(Kristian) Hall of Stafford; and one granddaughter, Emma W. Hall of Stafford. Also surviving are two brothers, Eugene W. Hinton of Hardin and George W.
Hinton of Springfield, Illinois.
The funeral service will be at 10 a.m. Monday. Nov. 7, 2016, at
Pettett Funeral Home in Murphysboro, with Melissa Waterman officiating. Graveside services will be at 11 a.m. Tuesday, Nov.8,2016.
in Lacon Cemetery in Lacon, Illinois. Visitation will be from 5 to 8
p.m. on Sunday. Nov. 6,2016. and on Monday. Nov. 7, 2016, until
the funeral hour at the funeral home.
Memorials may be made to St. Matthew by the Lake Lutheran
Church,3966 U.S. Hwy 641 North, Benton, KY 42025.
Pettett Funeral Home in Murphysboro. Illinois, is in charge of
arrangements.

Pastor William "Bill" Theodore Newsome,931
,
of Kirksey, Kentucky, went home to be with hid
Lord and Savior on Monday,Oct. 31, 2016.
1
He was born Jan. 28, 1923, in Ashland, Kent
Olikt
tacky, to Rev. William McKinley Newsome and
Anna Springer Newsome. He was a retired F
Will Baptist Minister for over 40 years, pastorin
churches in Michigan, Missouri, Kentucky, Nott.,
li
Carolina, and Tennessee. He proudly served hit
country aboard the U.S.S. General SD SturgiS
Newsome
AP137 during WWII in the Pacific Conflict go;
ing almost completely around the world to keei
i
. America safe. He was present on V.1 Day on Sepc.
2, 1945, in Tokyo Bay at the signing of the peact
i
treaty. He was also a Kentucky Colonel.
11
In addition to his parents, he was preceded i4
death by beloved wife, Violet Newsome; two sis
ters, Francis McCage and Opal Mitchell, and me?
brothers, Russell Newsome,and Tvis Henry' Newsome.
He was a loving father, and grandfather.
Rev. Newsome is survived by two daughters, Sharon Collingi
and husband Don of Middletown, Maryland, and Pamela Newsome
of Kirksey; four grandchildren, Dr. Donald Collings and wife Mary
of Beaver, Pennsylvania, Stacy Collings of Wilmington, Delaware,
Stephanie Best and husband Joe of Boonesburg, Maryland, and
Robert Collings of Middletown. Maryland; and 10 great-grandchildren, Jordan, Hannah, Caleb, Peter, Elizabeth, Samuel,and Havilah
Collings, all of Beaver, Caroline and Josephine Collings of Middletown,and Joseph Best of Boonesburg.
The funeral service will be at 11 a.m. Friday, Nov. 4,2016, at
the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with Curt Swick officiating. Burial
will full military honors will be at Mt. Zion Cemetery'. Visitation
will be from 5 to 8 p.m.Thursday, Nov.3,2016,at the funeral home.
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Evelyn A. Rietdorf
Evelyn A. Rietdorf, 102, of Murray, Kentucky, died Thursday,
Oct. 27,2016, at Spring Creek Health Care in Murray.
She was born on Oct. 17, 1914, in Paducah, Kentucky, to Walter
Attebury and Alice Sayer Attebury.
She retired from the Florsheim Shoe Factory in Paducah before
it closed and was the oldest member of Palestine United Methodist
Church.
In addition to her parents, she was preceded in death by' her husband, Willie Rietdorf, and four brothers, Donald, Charles, Paul and
Walter "Bud" Attebury.
Mrs. Rietdorf is survived by' one sister, Lucille Blankenship of
Reidland, and several nieces.
A graveside service will be at 10 a.m. Saturday, Nov. 5,2016, at
Woodlawn Cemetery in Paducah. Kentucky with Robert McKinney
officiating. Burial will follow. There will be no public visitation.
Online condolentes'may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

From front

GoKY website replaces 511 phone line
Special to the Ledger
Motorists traveling throughout
Kentucky can now navigate the
highways and byways of the Bluegrass with a modernized tool.
Goky.ky.gov, an online traffic
and roadway information portal, has
replaced the traditional 511 travel
and weather phone system.
The improved, user-friendly
platform provides travelers access
to reliable, up-to-date information
regarding traffic conditions, construction activity and the Kentucky
Transportation Cabinet's (KYTC)
response to weather-related events.
The new GoKY website includes
reports from KYTC as well as from
Ware - a real-time traffic reporting
application based on crowdsourced
information.
"After almost two decades of
511 use, today's travelers are by-.
passing the dated phone line for visual. on-demand road and weather
conditions.- said KYTC Secretary
Greg Thomas. "Goky.ky.gov is the
perfect solution to satisfy the needs
of the traveling public while stewarding state dollars. Our cabinet employees and partners have worked
diligently to deliver a platform that
tells the public what they want to
know before hitting the road."
Now, motorists who dial 511
will hear a brief phone message
informing them of the change. To
request Safety Assistance for Freeway Emergencies(SAFE) Patrol in
cases of vehicle breakdown or to

report incidents, motorists will be
directed to call 877-FOR-KYTC.
In addition, the former 511 smart
phone application will no longer be
offered or operational. The text and
email alert feature has also been discontinued.
To provide travelers with a mobile option. KYTC encourages motorists to download the free Ware
application. Since 2014,the Cabinet
has participated in a public-private
partnership with Ware CCP (Connected Citizens Program). Both
entities provide a free exchange of
real-time data every two minutes,
giving drivers a clearer understanding of roadway events. The app
provides turn-by-turn navigation as
well as traffic reporting.
Over the last two years,call volume to 511 has dropped by nearly
40 percent. This drastic decline
prompted Cabinet officials to evaluate the hotline's effectiveness. Phasing out the phone system will save
taxpayers up to $750,000 annually.
In addition, the 511 phase-out
shifts all data management to inhouse Cabinet staff, which eliminates the need for contractor services. Using existing enterprise
infrastructure technologies. Cabinet
engineers will now be able to save.
capture and process data for future
planning and highway safety purposes, a function not available with
the old 511 mapping and phone system. MI

Applied Sciences at Middle
Tennessee State University since
2012. While in this role, he has
provided leadership for the college's experiential learning initiatives, reshaped the college's
advisory' board. stewarded the
design and construction of the
$147 million science building
and increased total private giving to the college by 67 percent.
He has held positions at the
University of Alabama at Birand
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mingham and Eastern Illinois
University. He earned his Ph.D.
in evolutionary biology from the
University of South Carolina.
master's degrees in environmental biology and physiological
ecology from the State University of New York at Buffalo and
his bachelor's degree in ecology from the State University of
New York College of Environmental Science and Forestry in
Syracuse.
Fischer will be on the Murray State University campus on
Monday.•

Bonnie Baker,67,of Murray, Kentucky,died Wednesday. Nov. 2,
2016, at Spring Creek Healthcare in Murray.
Arrangements are incomplete at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.

JANE BRANDON

CITY COUNCIL

From front
"Steven Reed has loaned us
what he could: 950 square feet
of storage," Jones said.
Cope said that the Reeds had
offered the space shortly before
the fire.
"Just before (the fire), we had
created a wish list, and one of
the items on the list was a bigger
storage space," she said. "The
Reeds had come to the show
and saw that (list). We've used
that storage space ever since, but
they are moving and we need to
find another space."
Cope said the deadline to
move the props and costumes
that have been donated to them
since the fire from the space
owned by Reed Interiors is the
end of November, and she is
asking for the community's help
in finding another.
Jones said that the storage
space would need to have elec
tricity available and it must be
secure from moisture.
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"We would have to be able to
see and the costumes need to be
in a place where they won't get
moldy," he said. "The community has given us so much and
I know we're asking for more."
Cope said she is hopeful
that someone in the community
would be able to help the nonprofit.
"We're just reaching out in
the hopes that somebody has the
space available we could use,"
she said.
Jones said that they have
spoken to several businesses in
town about storage space, but no
commitments have been made.
"It's not necessary that it be
a business (to offer up storage
space); it could be a private person as well," he said.
For questions or to offer
space, call Cope at 270-7591752.
To check for Playhouse
needs, visit www.facebook.com/
PlayhouseMurray.
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
Hazel folk artist has tales to tell
Read Across
America Book
Selection Review

By DEBBIE
BATTEIGER
dbatteiger@
murrayledger.com
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The Nine
of U§:
Growing
Up Kennelly
by Jean Kennedy
Smith
The Calloway County Public Library begins the month
of November, always a special time for family and close
friends, with Jean Kennedy
Smith's memoir of her famous
family entitled "The Nine of
Us: Growing Up Kennedy."
Kennedy Smith was the
eighth of nine children born
to Joseph and Rose Fitzgerald
Kennedy, and is the last surviving child. She writes "at any
time, in any generations, nine
children is a lot...but we would
not have been complete if they
had stopped at two or four or
even six. Nine of us we had to
be."
She begins with an introduction to Kennedy family members, including her Irish-born
great grandparents who were
forced to emigrate to America
during the Irish Famine. She recounts that the Kennedy household was a busy one with hard
work and diligence stressed.
She says that from the earliest
age,"all of us were required to
use our talents and gifts for the
good of others and our country.
Our parents made it clear that
there was no whining in this
house and the universe did not
revolve around us."
"The Nine of Us: Growing
Up Kennedy" is filled with
wonderful stories about each
of the Kennedy children. While

most are delightfully sweet
and cheerful, stories of the
family's tragedies are also
included. Perhaps one of
the most heartwrenching
is the story of Rosemary,
the third of the nine, who
suffered a birth injury that
resulted in developmental
delays for her. When Rose
and Joe Kennedy became
deeply concerned about
increased
Rosemary's
anxieties, Joe began to
research the best doctors
to help her. Learning of
a new procedure called a
lobotomy, he spoke with
several medical professionals about the surgery
and felt confident that it
would help his beloved
Rosemary.
Unfortunately, the results
were disastrous, and Kennedy
Smith says "It is still not clear
what happened. Rather than
finding relief through the procedure, Rosemary lost most of
her ability to walk and communicate. We had been so hopeful and were devastated. Dad
remained heartbroken over the
outcome of her surgery for the
rest of his life."
publisher describes
The
"The Nine of Us: Growing Up
Kennedy" as "a remarkable
memoir filled with fascinating
anecdotes and vignettes and illustrated with dozens of family
pictures that vividly depicts this
large,close-knit family during a
different time in American history."
The book is about family;
there are no politics or shocking
revelations. It is a well written,
quick and satisfying read that
provides a personal glimpse
into the Kennedy family,shared

by the only member of their
original family still living.
According to the publisher,
Kennedy Smith is the former
United States Ambassador to
Ireland and founder of VSA,
an international organization
that provides arts and education
opportunities for people with
disabilities and increases access to the arts for all. She was
named an honorary citizen of
Ireland by Irish President Mary
McAleese for her contribution
to the Irish peace process and
was awarded the Presidential
Medal of Freedom by President
Barack Obarna in recognition of
her service to people with disabilities.
"The Nine of Us: Growing
Up Kennedy" and other excellent biographies are available
in a variety of formats including print, eBook and eAudio at
the Calloway County Public Library. Visit CCPL at 710 Main
St. in Murray or www.callowaycountylibraryorg.•

At the Kentucky and Tennessee state line sits the Hazel Folk
Art Gallery and a lifetime of
stories. Glenn Newman, a folk
artist and storyteller, regales
visitors with stories of his youth
growing up near New Orleans,
Louisiana.
Newman said he has been
writing and illustrating books
since 1997, when he relocated
from "Cajun country" to Hazel,
Kentucky.
"When people come here, I
tell them I was going to move
to Tennessee, but my brakes
failed," he said.
Newman said that in the last
decade he began drawing and
writing books.
"As a folk artist, every picture
I draw has a story," he said. "I
use poster paper, a hair dryer, a
lead pencil and a Crayola pencil
(to illustrate my stories)."
Working as an assistant to a
building engineer. Newman said
that he started drawing because
of his father.
"In 1997, when my dad was in
the hospital, he was telling me
about his life. I got three paper
towels and drew three stories.
That's how it all got started," he
said.
Copies of the original three
drawings done on paper towels
are housed in the Hazel gallery.
He said that since then, he has
created 1,820 original pieces of
artwork.
"I have people come back
here year after year," he said. "I
am country, you see.That's what
I'm all about. I worked in the
swamp, I was an assistant to an
engineer. I didn't know I could
(draw)."
Some of the artwork visitors
come to see, he said, are pictures
drawn on dried gourds,freehand
stories drawn on poster board
and framed pictures.
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In the Hazel Folk Gallery, assisted by his son Jules, he sells
his original artwork — much of it
with the story printed on back —
and he said he also promotes the
region.
Everyone who walks through
the gallery receives brochures,
a hand-printed autobiography
and blessed Mardi Gras beads,
in which he said is an homage to
his Louisiana roots.
"The camp I lived in was a
100-acre strawberry farm," he
said. (My stories tell) of Ernie and Johnny, who were best
friends."
One of his stories he tells visi-

tors includes the two friends riding in a pink Cadillac.
"They drive to a picture show;
get entered in a parade," he said.
Newman has self-published
10 books: "The Last Strawberry
Patch," "Lost Children Games,"
"Louisiana Wildlife Paradise,"
"The Geyser," "The Little Sail
Boat,""A Whale of a Fish,""Table Goods," "Bayou Critters,"
"A Hoax" and "What We Gona'
Do Today."
For more information, visit
https://www.facebook.corn/pages/T'he-Hazel-Folk-Art-Gallery.
•
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'Curious Incident' explores autism and auton
with touching, ironSpecial to the Ledger
Readers of the international
best-seller "The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Nighttime" are invited at 2 p.m. Sunday to discuss the novel that has
sold more than 2.6 million copies. The gathering will be in the
community meeting room of the
Calloway County Public Library
on Main Street in Murray.
Sponsored by the Calloway
County Endowment for Healthcare, through an Arts Access
Grant from the Kentucky Arts
Council, the book was chosen
for a community read in collaboration with the library. The grant
funded the purchase of multiple copies of the book. Those
interested in borrowing one to
read before the forum need to
register with Sandy Linn, the
library's community relations
coordinator.

Award-winning writer Constance Alexander will facilitate
the discussion.
Alexander and Linn selected
"The Curious Incident" for a
community read because it explores some of the ways society
judges people with disabilities
unfairly,often based on false assumptions and stereotypes.
The Arts Access Grant focuses
on adults with disabilities with
an emphasis on the importance
of including them in arts-related
events and activities in the community. Alexander said.
"The book features a teenage
boy as the main character," she
said. "But the intergenerational
relationships between the boy,
his parents and the community
offer many topics for analysis,
reflection and discussion."
Publishers Weekly said,"The

novel brims
ic humor," but it also delves into
serious aspects of disabilities
and their impact on everyone
involved in a serious situation
Involving animal cruelty.
It is part murder mystery,family drama and coming-of-age
tale.
Arts Access Assistance Grants
are made possible through the
Kentucky Arts Council,the state
arts agency, which is supported
by state tax dollars and federal
funding from the National Endowment for the Arts.
For more information about
the Endowment for Healthcare,
contact Keith Travis at ktraviske
murrayhospital.org. For more
information about the event,
contact Linn at 270-753-2288 or
Alexander at constancealexander@twc.com.

Bring a canned good,enjoy ROOTS 7 music concert

Refreshmans will be
t

Special to the Ledger
Murray State University's Department of History will host its
seventh annual ROOTS music
concert at 7:30 p.m. Nov. 15 at
Lovett Auditorium. There is no
admission charge for ROOTS 7,
but attendees are asked to bring
a canned good for the Murray
Calloway County Need Line.
ROOTS 7 will highlight some
of the world's greatest musical
traditions. These popular presentations are part of the university's public outreach, just one
of the many ways MSU gives
back to western Kentucky's regional and local community,
and are organized by Ted Franklin Belue, department of history
lecturer.
"We've got a very strong lineup this year," Belue said,"One
of the strongest ever. The artists
are seasoned pros,their music is
refreshingly different, informed
by tradition but not limited to
it. We always have a great show
and it is great family entertainment."
Nashville's Derek Hoke will
kick off the show,belting out his

unique mix of honky-tonk,rockabilly, and swing, featuring him
on electric guitar and backed by
upright bass and snare. Hoke's
latest album,"Southern Moon,"
is garnering rave reviews and
lots of air play,
"Southern Moon" blends
country, blues, swing and bluegrass. Rolling Stone magazine
rated it as one of 2016's top 25
albums. Hoke's original music
is rooted in Americana, and he
is a crooner in the classic tradition, his voice touched by Roy
Orbison and Vince Gill.
"I have a huge affinity for old
country music and some new
country," said Hoke in a recent
NPR interview, calling his music "quiet rockabilly."
The Kenny and Amanda
Smith Band will close the show
with their contemporary blend
of bluegrass. Their newest album,"Unbounded," has charted
No. 1 for three weeks on Blugrass Today, debuted in Top 10
on Billboard Bluegrass Album
Chart and on SiriusXM Bluegrass Junction. This husbandand-wife duo has reaped many

"ROOTS 7"
Where: Lovett Auditorium,
Murray State University
When: 7:30 p.m. Nov. 15
awards, including Emerging
Artists of the Year
Kenny Smith is a virtuoso
guitarist who is much in demand
for recording session work and
himself is a multi-IBMA nominee who twice won Guitarist of
the Year. Before teaming up with
Amanda, he served a six-year
stint with the Lonesome River
Band.The couple's 2008 album,
"Tell Someone," was nominated for a Grammy and the GMA
Dove Awards.
"We also have a few surprises planned, so I hope folks will
come out and support live music
in our community," Belue said.
"MSU's ROOTS music concerts
are always free and open to all
the public. Best of all, we help
feed lots of folks through Need
Line."
Lovett Auditorium will open
at 7 p.m. and the show will last
about two and a half hours.•
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Photo provided
WKMS Storytelling Contest finalists from left are Amanda Futrell (first place), Tasha Mitchell, Daniel Milam, Tony
Smith (second place) and Corrie Johnson.

Special to the Ledger
The results are in. Congrats to WKMS Short Storytelling Contest
winner Amanda Futrell and runner-up Tony Smith.
Over 50 participants from all over the region sent in their recorded
stories to Murray State's Public Radio Station,91.3 WKMS.The top
five were Amanda Futrell, Antioch,Tennessee: "What Allen Took";
Tony Smith, Madisonville: "Granaw's Chicken"; Come Johnson,
Murray:"Come Back Anytime"; Daniel Milam,Paducah: "Sea Isle
Park Incident"; and Tasha Mitchell, Dexter:"The Beekeepers."
The reader's told their tales in the MSU's Clara Eagle Gallery Oct.
25 and the top two were chosen by the judges. They will go on to
tell their stories at Hopkinsville's Big Read Finale Friday from 5 to 7
p.m. at Hopkinsville Brewing Company. It's all part of the Pints and
Poe-try celebration in honor of the end of the month-long community read of the works of Edgar Allan Poe.
Hear a story from one of the top five storytellers on WKMS's midday music and conversation program,"Sounds Good," every day
this week at 11:15 a.m.,or read them all online at wkrns.org.
Futrell will also have excerpts of her story about a son leaving
for basic training published in "Paducah Life Magazine," thanks to
judge Darlene Mazzone.
Program Director Tracy Ross said that he was overwhelmed by
the amount and quality of the entries received,"There are so many
people in our region with stories to tell. We hope we'll be able to
hear even more as the story-telling contest becomes an annual station event."
For more information,call 1-800-599-4737. MI
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Photo provided
Pictured with Honorable Order of Kentucky Colonels representative Hal Sullivan, left, are Debi Henry Danielson,
the director of the Murray Art Guild (center) and Brittney
Falwell, a volunteer with the Murray Art Guild. The Murray
Art Guild is a 2016 grant recipient from the Honorable Order of Kentucky Colonels.

Kentucky Arts Council
Deadline to submit 'Where I'm From' poem is Dec. 1
Special to the Ledger
Campton has collected a dozen
George Ella Lyon's term as poems from women of a wide
Kentucky Poet Laureate has range of ages and backgrounds.
only a few months remain- She also leads a group of senior
ing, but the Harlan County na- women that meet once a month
tive's story collection project, to collaborate on a group poem.
"Where I'm From': A Poetry
"Where I'm From' is a beauof Place," will live beyond her tiful way to realize that each of
tenure as the state's literary am- our personal stories is a poem,
bassador.
and the simplicity of the forLyon's goal with the proj- mat gives the encouragement
ect is to collect — from each of to write it," Musser said. "In
Kentucky's 120 counties — in- my community, where the oral
dividual stories fashioned on tradition is the standard of re"Where I'm From," her iconic membering, 'Where I'm From'
1993 poem that has been used has served as a reminder that it
as a model for poetry writing in is important to write it down to
communities around the world.
preserve a way of life that is no
Groups in several Kentucky longer common. It also reminds
communities have accepted us that you don't have to be a
Lyon's challenge with enthusi- scholar to write your own story."
asm. Janine Musser,ofithe ApSuszanne Jones, a paraeducapalachian Heritage Alliance in tor for the Morehead Youth De-

Special to the Ledger
Self-taught mosaic artist Tracy Pennington had the honor this
summer of installing her largest
work ever, 12-by-8 feet, in the
Kroger supermarket on Westport
Road in Louisville.
The honors kept coming for
the Louisville-based artist when
she was selected for the Kentucky Arts Council's Architectural Artists Directory in the fall.
The directory is an adjudi-
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velopment Center, which serves
at-risk young women between
the ages of 15 and 18, said the
poem has been helpful to her
students. Jones herself wrote a
"Where I'm From" poem, adding hers to the 11 contributed by
young women at the center. The
exercise was enlightening for
students and staff.
"In the students' own words,
their lives were a touchy subject,
and for others, it forced them to
remember things that they had
forgotten, and it made them
cherish them even more," Jones
said. "Our greatest and most
appreciated responses, though,
were from our staff. It opened a
door for many of them into our
students' backgrounds."
The project has been helpful
in educating the community at

large about her students, Jones
said.
"Many people, though I cannot speak broadly for all,see our
students as criminals, truants
and sometimes bad kids," she
said. "This project isn't going
to change that overnight, but it ,
did allow some people to see,
through their written words,that
these students are just like any
other teenager. They remember
sweet memories of where they.
came from. It also allowed us to
see a small glimpse of the hurt
and feeling of being unwanted." .
Calloway County residents
interested in participating in the
"Where I'm From" project can.
do so by contacting Tamara Cof-.
fey, individual artist director, at
tamara.coffey@ky.gov or 502564-3757.•

Arts council has regional architectural artists in online directory
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Special to the Ledger
The Murray Art Guild is the recipient of a 2016 grant provided
by the Honorable Order of the Kentucky Colonels. This grant will
provide for • hase 1 of a facility remodel of an accessible bathroom.
The •norable Order of Kentucky Colonels is a nonprofit 501(c)
(3) aritable organization of talented and capable men and women
tinted by the governor of the Kentucky because of their service
to the state. The Honorable Order of Kentucky Colonels acts as the
governor's ambassadors of Kentucky's heritage and rich history of
arts and entertainment.
Its primary objective is to support needy Kentucky charities and
worthy Kentucky organizations by raising money from our membership to help these organizations who stand ready to help our citizens share in Kentucky's boundless future.
The Murray Art Guild is a visual arts institution serving the community for 49 years. MAG offers educational opportunities for
adults and youth of all abilities through workshops and exhibitions.
It offers cultural enrichment for our community through events and
partnerships with other local organizations. Throughout the year,
MAG serves over 2,000 area residents.
The Murray Art Guild is a non-profit visual arts organization serving the Murray-Calloway County area. The Guild offers an exhibition gallery, an art market and studios. The Kentucky Arts Council,
the state arts agency, supports the Murray Art Guild with state dollars and federal funding from the National Endowment for the Arts.
For more information on MAG events and programs go to www.
murrayartguild.org

cated marketing program for
Kentucky's finest architectural
artists who have an established
history of working on special
architectural or design-oriented
projects and installations, like
Pennington's work at the Westport Road Kroger.
"I've connected with the idea
of doing work that's big and
permanent," Pennington said.
"It adds more meaning to my
art. I've read about how public

art can improve people's general health and well-being, and I
want to be a part of that."
Pennington said being selected for the Architectural Artists
Directory is a validation of her
work as an artist.
"It's very encouraging," she
said. "Having an arts council
promoting our state's creative
values is very important to me,
and any way I can be involved in
representing the council through

inclusion in this directory feels '
like a distinct honor."
Paducah architectural artists
Char Downs and Linda Ogden
have also been included in the
directory.
For more information on the
Architectural Artists Directory,
visit artscouncilly.gov/ICAC/
Entrepreneurs/ArchitecturalDirectory.htm.•

Arts Access Assistance Grants to focus on families affected by separation

Photo provided
MUSIC AT A YOUNG AGE: Liberty Sutties, a 5 year old
from Biewett Music Studio in Paducah, attended the
Murray State University Quad State Festival in October.
She played violin during the event. Her mother, Christy
Sullies, said her daughter enjoyed participating In Quad
State.

Special to the Ledger
In recent years, the Kentucky
Arts Council's Arts Access Assistance grant has supported
prclgrams for senior citizens,
Appalachian, communities and
Kentuckians with disabilities,
For the 2017 fiscal year, the
grant will focus on serving,
through the arts, children with
one or more parents who, for a
variety of reasons, are separated
from the family home for a longterm period.
Those reasons can include
military deployment, long-term
health care issues, incarceration

or other institutionalization.
According to a September
2010 article published in American Psychologist, more than 2
million American children have
had a military parent deployed
at least once since 2001. A 2016
report issued by the Annie E.
Casey Foundation shows that an
estimated 135,000 children .tn
Kentucky have had a parent incarcerated. These two different
situations find common ground
in children who are separated
from one or more parents for an
extended period of time.
"We identified this group of

children as being especially
vulnerable and in need of the
creative outlet that art can provide," said Lori Meadows, the
arts council executive director.
"Children who are separated
from a parent,for whatever reason, sometimes need a way to
express how that makes them
feel. We especially encourage
the many support groups that
exist for families affected by
long-term separation to look at
this grant and apply."
Arts Access Assistance supports high-quality arts programming in environments where arts

are not the primary emphasis,
like libraries, cooperative exten
sion offices, senior citizen cen
ters, colleges and universities
state agencies and other simil
organizations.
The deadline to apply for this ;
round of Arts Access Assistance
is 4:30 p.m. Jan. 17.
For more information or to
find out if your organization isiq
eligible to apply, contact S
Schmitt,arts council corrununi
arts and access director, at sar
ah.schmitt@ky.gov or 502-892
3116.•
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FERN TERRACE OF MURRAY,LLC

ADVERTISING CLERK

SERVING MURRAY
SENIORS SINCE 1973,
'
':FERN TERRACE OF
MURRAY WORKS
WITH YOU TO ENSURE
YOUR LOVED ONES
itECEIVE THE BEST IN

PERSONAL CARE.
,,

porn

1505 STADIUM VIEW DRIVE
MURRAY, KY
WWW.FERNTERRACE.COM
270-759-1883

The Murray Ledger & Times is currently accepting resumes for
energetic,outgoing individuals for an Advertising Clerk. Duties
would include assisting advertising and design departments
with customer contacts through phone and email, basic
photography,learning basics of design and layout, general
office work.

Apply at location.
1001 Whitnell Ave. Murray, Ky 42071
The Murray Ledger & Times is an equal opportunity employer.
Questions or comments can be directed to 270-753-1916.
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Legal
Notice

To: Sarah Jones
Birthday: 11/6/81
Address: Unknown
November 01, 2016

Maul Peach
Murray Ledger & Times
Classified Manager
classified@murrayledger.com

When you vacated the premises at 413 S. 9th on
September 2015, the following personal property
remained: couch, king size bed frame, microwave,
adult bike, child bike, and area rug. You may claim
this property at 413 S. 9th, Murray, Kentucky
42071. Unless you pay the reasonable cost of
damage to the property from your pet and advertising costs for all the above-described property and
take possession of the property which you claim,
not later than November 30, 2016 this property will
be disposed.
Bryan D Reeves
Owner
413 S. 9th
Murray. Kentucky 42071

131SPLAY ADS
$10-00 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period.)
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday
(Shopping Guide)

PUBLIC NOTICE

LINE AIDS
$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days:
$.12 per word per day.
$3.35 extra for Smart Saver
(Mon. Classifieds go into Smart Saver)
The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit any
submitted matter

CLASSIFIEDS
DEADLINES
Monday
Stuart Saver
Riesday
Wednesday
narsday
Friday
Saturday

Fri.10u.
Fri9us.
Mon.9a.m.
Mon.12p.m.
be.lpa
IVed.12 pa,
Thur.12pa,

To Place An Ad
Or Yard Sale
Call (270) 753-1916
email
classifiedtkmurrayledger.com

or stop by our
office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.
•Office Hours:
Monday-Friday
8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
• Fax:(270) 753-1927

The City of Murray Water System will be
flushing fire hydrants Sunday, November
6th, 2016. Crews will begin flushing around
I 7:00am and will finish for the day around
I 3:30pm.

I In case of any discoloration, customers
I should allow their cold water to run for a
I few minutes to clear. However, the washing
I of clothes should wait until flushing is
I completed and the water has cleared.
I.
.a
ADVERTISERS are
requested to check the
first insertion of their
ads for any error.
Murray Ledger &
Times will be responsible for only one
incorrect
insertion. Any error
should be reported
immediately so
corrections can be
made.
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

3 mo.
6 mo.
12 m o.

$39.00
$65.00
C119.00

3 mo.
6 mo.
12 m o.

$49.00
$90.00
$135.00

Out of State
3 mo.
6 mo.
12 mo.

$85.00
$110.00
$160.00

Check Money Order Visa
Name

UNIVERSITY
Full-time Job vacancies at Murray Campus
Cook II $9.70/hr
(2) Baker II $9.08/hr
Plumber I $11.02/hr
Electrician II $14.69/hr
Apply online & view additional details at
www.murraystatejobS.COM
Women/minorities encouraged to apply
Murray State University is an equal education and
employment opportunity, M/F/D. AA employer

RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL
()wilco Operated by The McClure'',

270-753-9224

air corn
Respon
Craftsma
set. wr€
scaffols,

Thank you for your business'

PRE-PLANNING

V
HERE
R
T

Help your Loved Ones When
T:tey Need it the Most
& provide Peace of Mind for You
Irrevocable Medicaid Approved

Matthew Imes,
Pre-Arrangement

5pecIaltet it, Funeral

Direct,

Coins: 11
half dolla
pennies
piece, 101
Frost ant

.;flirt

ms
...Irma kV

•10,

Backed by our family's 130+ years of funeral
service to Murray & Calloway Co.

CALL NICK! TO PLACE
YOUR AD 270-753-1916

LtbGER E
Pw
.e,, &DIES

1966 Fo
4 wheel
56S113
Champ'
Dixie Ch
ncling m
plow, 3
blade,
Hound b
table vis

Mr. Sires
Daiwa,
kinds of I
powder
reloadin
reloade
barrel, M

Terms o
with prop
over an
or owner

DARI

Furnished

360
Storage Ramble

CALLOWAY GARDENS
ESSEX DOWNS
APARTMENTS
1BR from $345
2BR from $375

460
Monies For Sole

All Sues Available
(anAuemmodale
Boats &
RV 'chi
24 HOW Access

270-753-8556
1505 Dulguiid Dr.
TOO 1-800-545-1833 ext283

AKC Male Collie pup
pies. Champion parents. 8wk old, first
shots. Hazel KY
615-268-8151
DOG Obedience.
glendhenmere.com
(270)436-2858.

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
ftiverfield Estate
SBG Real Property
Professionals
270-293-7872

iemaLlion t• an .14
For all your storage convenience

'Pe
'
g
'
d ent
l;g7erd' /
1
4
j

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.

CHOOSE FROM OUR 4 LOCATIONS:
'Murray Store & Lock- 1611 N. 12th St.
NBC Storage- 1900 N. 12th

We accept Section

Light Electric a), and 24,7 Surveillance

8 vouchers.

'Garland Rental Boat & Mini-Storage - H.94E

Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 270-759-4984.

Climate Control
MIRIAM)TAKE(ARE Of YOUR STORAGE NEEDS!
1900 A N. 12th St. P.O. Box t).5 Murray, KY 42071
Office 270 753-2905 Fox 270-753 9505
• qarlanclrentals .: qmail.com

Public Sale
AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

See More
Auctions on
Next Page

KENTUCKY Lake -1.1
acre lot for sale in
beautiful

Western

Shores,

Kentucky

Lake. HOA includes
free

marina

waterfall

slips,

pool,

club

house, walking trails
and more.

Call

430
Reel Estate

(615) 415-9390

for

Equal Housing
details

Opportunity

Murray Ledger & Timei Fair
Housing Act Notice

TDD #711
Rentals
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E MAIN ST
(270)753-6266

Commerical Prop. For Rent

Commerical Prop. For Rent

HOURS
MON-FRI

COMMERCIAL PROPERTY;
FOR RENT

8 00 12 00

1314 SYCAMORE
901-517

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST
Corner 01121 S & Glendale
10x10's &10x15's
(270) 293-6907

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE

Ad real estate advertised herein
o. subrect to the Federal Fair
Housing Act which makes it
illegal to advertise any prefe.ence, limitation or dismminabon based on race. color, religion wit, handicap, familial status or national origin, or Miennon to make any such preferences, limitations or discrimination
State laws turbid discrimination
in the sale, rental or advertising
of real estate based on factors in
addition to those protected
under federal law.
We will knowingly accept any
advertising for real estate whidi
is nor in violation of the law All
persons are hereby informed
that all dwellings advertised are
available cm an equal opportunity basis
For further assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising requitemeets, contact NAA Counsel
Rene P. Milam,(X13/648-1000,

90
1;1E

2000 Nissan Ultima 4

TER
DAY 0
DEEL

door tan/gold. 73,074
Miles asking 4200. Call
Kim 734-740-3340.

Used %do
1994

Chevy

Cheyenne

Pickup
1500.

64,710 Miles. Asking
2500. Call Kim
734-740-3340.

WYK 1.1111••
1114,1111,41111

HILL
Ptd

Ice

pace Or ent
or Lease
NOW Available
former sylvan location
606 Main Street
Contact Parker Ford
General Manager Wende 270-753-5273

2 BED
DINI
WITH
ANY HO
PAIN
THE Cl

Advertise with Murray Ledger
& Times 270-753-1916
email:
classified@rnurrayledger.com

EXC
&Tl
All Your

to
tor
Set
(270

•Inside climate control

140

150
Articles
For Sale
Kirby vacuum cleaner
sales. service, &
repair. Jerry's Sporting
Goods Mayfield

Cash paid for good,
used guns

H&H Guns

a

carpeting,

storage

HI )ff
Roof Re;
'Shingle

•Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxesl

Guarani
Fre
270-254-

•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600

inside
Bensons Sporting
Goods
519 S. 12th, St.
Murray
270-753-1342

FIREWOOD For Sale
& Delivered. $60.00 a
rick. Call 270-293-7893
280
Mobile Names For Rent

windows,
MOBILE home for rent
270-293-6116

doors, electric

Address

baseboard

City

gas heaters, NC units.
etc 270-753-4109

State

2BR, IBA duplex

MURRAY STATE

Used stove. fndge,

M/C

&

800-4 00

Want to Buy

Rest of KY

PADUCAH Sun is currently seeking independent contractors
for the Murray area.
Monthly
estimated
route
gross
profit
$1,200.00/mo. Contact
Bniit Styles @
270-575-8781

A

Townhouses
AVAILABLE NOW
Coleman Real Estate
270-753-9898
University Heights
Apartments is now
accepting applications
for 1BR Rental
Assisted Apartments
M-W-F, 8-2:30
1734 Campbell St.
270-759-2282 or
270-395-7325
Heanng Impaired only
1-800-648-6056.
Handicap accessible.
Equal Housing
Opportunity. tit
EOE

CAMP SEPTIC CLEANING OF MURRAY

KEY RECYCLING
1990 STATE ROUTE 121 SOUTH
270-759-9694

Apartments,
Duplexes

SATURDAY

to get the latest news &

Local Delivery

When aCCCSsing the
-help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercom.
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this wehsite.
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the Jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you.

BUYING, BUYING, BUYING
Wrecked, running and non-running
Autos, Batteries, and all Aluminum

3BR, 2BA, in Great
Neighorhood. 1800 B
Valley Dr. $765.
270-753-8242 Call or
Text

270-753-0259

Subscribe today
don't forget to check out
the full edition on our
website
www.murrayledger.corn!

I
I
I
I

The Water System flushes the main lines to I
I increase the water flow in order to clear the I
I system of any sediment that may have built
I up.

DISCLAIMER

BUSINESS &
SERVICE DIRECTORY

1 OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required.
270-7534109.

NOTICE OF ABANDONED PERSONAL
PROPERTY

YEARR
Lawn Se
and tnsu
mates.
270-226-

221
RGL Storage, LLC
640 S. 4th St &
Sunbury Circle
Multiple sizes,
lighting in every unit,
security lighting,
newly remodeled.
270-781-7557

FR
SE
N •'

heaters,

Zip

Daytime Phone

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, Ky 42071
(270) 753-1916

Min

LEDGEll&MB

AMOour
N
Ask about

Dkeplay_at
soeslals
for all your
advertising
needs.
753-1916

New Chino+.
Controlled
Storage Units Now
Available,

PRE
RC
Ove

Coll 270-751-'4°99
Visit us()Nine at
www.Stripmpetly rem'.
or
VON* TUf

vintlt

$12 SINGLE SPACE
$18 DOUBLE SPACE
DEADLINE: NOV. 4 AT 5:00 PM

Zac:ti
David
"1/6.2dra

dger & Times

Murray Ledger & Times
Thursday, November 3, 2016 • 9

ABSOLUTE LAND AUCTION
:turday, November 19TH 116 q. 12:00 P

ESTATE AUCTION
3882 WADESBORO RD. SOUTH
BENTON, KY 42025
SATURDAY NOVEMBER 5T" 2016
•

Saturday, November 5"• 9:00 AM
1501 121 N. MURRAY, KY 42071

10:00 A.M.

WATTS DRIVE, NEW CONCORD, KY 42076
1
‘
TgaTolv.ailKILIVIIIFIV3CF1111WCIAFfroW1147141:14,
•

-....

•

.

.

Estate of Mr. Van "Tinker"
Skein
Directions from Murray 641 N to Hardin turn
onto 402 W follow to
Wadesboro Road S., from Benton 641S to
Hardin
turn onto 402 W follow to Wadesboro Road
S Signs posted.

OF MURRAY
ERCIAL
McClure",

Siness'

t.latthew trnea.
're- Arrangement

Funeral Direct..
%or
im
c
emai
it

&

%a EY

.1 ni

'ears of funeral
oway Co

LACE
.1916

1966 Ford Mustang (6F07C726949), 1970
Commando Jeepster V6.
4 wheel drive (8705F17 67817), 1956 Bel Aire Chevrolet
car (VC
56S113510), 1979 Ford truck F150 Ranger XLT
(F15GUEG3102), 16'
Champion stock trailer, 53' box trailer, 1985
Honda Big Red 3 wheeler,
Dixie Chopper XF 2600 Quad Loop zero turn mower, 140
John Deere
ncling mower, 7' Sidewinder rotary cutter, 16 Burch
disc, 12' disc, 9' chisel
plow, 3 bottom Ford plows, 9' field cultivator, boom pole,
Woods grader
blade, hyd log splitter, (2) fuel tanks on stands, new barb
wire, Bass
Hound boat w/trolling motor, fen. spreader, blacksmith
forge, lead pot,
table vises, pipe vise, trailer dog box, Airco 250 amp
ac/dc welder, 30 gal
air compressor, Chicago Power drill press, Bnggs and Stratton Storm
Responder 5500 watt generator, Makita cut off saw,
B&D portable hammer,
Craftsman 14 pc combination wrench set, tool chest,
tools, 3/4 drive socket
set, wrenches, chain saw, 1/2 Milwaukee right drive drills, rolling metal
scaffols,(6) 4'x16' alucobond, motor for 1965 Mustang.
Coins: 1921 E. Pluribus Unum silver dollars, Buffalo nickels,
Ben Franklin
half dollars, Walking Liberty half dollars, Indian head pennies, wheat
pennies, (2) .999 two Troy oz silver pieces, (1) .999 one Troy oz fine silver
piece, lots of old coins, foreign coins, misc token coins, Case, Parker
Frost and Schrade pocket knives, old baseball cards.
Mr. Siress was an avid fisherman and hunter...40+ G Loomis rods, Lew's,
Daiwa, Garcia reels, old reels, odd rod and reels, Lucky Craft lures, all
kinds of lures some old, fishing tackle. RCBS reloading scales, RCBS
powder throw, bottles of powder, different caliber dies for reloading,
reloading equipment of all kinds, brass shell casings, misc bullets, shotgun
reloaders, Belgium-Browning 12ga and 20ga barrels, Browning 20ga
barrel, Mossberg 12ga barrel, much more.

AUCTION TO BE HELD AT NATIONAL GUARD ARMORY.
Selling the Fishing and Marble Collection of Richard Lane of New
ProvIdonce Ky. Several Hundred Fishing Reels. Several Hundred
Lures, Tackle Boxes, Several Minnow Buckets, Several Rods, Clay
Marbles, Lots of Old Marbles, and Much More.
Reels-ABU 1750A, Penn 149 Deep Sea, Shakesspear Criterion 1960,
Pflueger, Penn 85, Penn Peer 309, Penn Squidder, Ocean City,
Hawthorne, KTVV, Jr Huskie, Peerless, Plueger Supreme, Martin, Heddon,
LordWelden, Williams, Shakespear, Simpson, Hico Mabc, Pemn, Abu
1000, 1500C, 2000, 2500C, 2650, 3000, 5000, 6000, 6600 bcx, Garcia,
Penn 209, and Much More
Lures- Several Wooden Bobbers, Southbend, JC Higgins, Heddon, Eger
Baits, Helm Flat Fish, Eppinger Dardevle, Rapala, Haddon Pork Rind Lure
& Box, Eagle Claw, C.C.B. Co., Hawaiian Wiggler, Lucky 13, Jigs, Flies,
Fishing Spoons,
Misc- Several Fishing Poles, Bambo Poles. Minnow Buckets, Spool
Holders, Dollar Scales, Gigs, Minnow Cater Jars, Wooden Bobbers,
Fishing Nets, Cnckit box, Scales, Gigs, Comic Books, Corks, Bambo
Poles, Pocket Tackle Boxes, and Much More. and 2 Wheel Trailer
Marbles- Clay, Painted Chinese, Several Lg & Small Old Marbles,
Rods- Montayne Casting Rod, Heddon, Glass Caster, South Bend
Bamboo, Haddon Split Bamboo, Master C Graphite, Eagle Claw, Ocean
City, Karaku, Heddon Golden Mark 50, Hotchkin, Soranat, Gliebe, 5600c
Rod & Reel,
Knives- Case, Old Timer, Sabre, Frontier, Frost, Ka-Bar, Straight Razor,
Folks this is A fishing Extravaganza you don't want to miss Plus Some
Good Old Marbles.
Come Prepared to Spend The Day. More Pics Coming.
FOR MORE INFORMATION AND YOUR AUCTION NEEDS (ESTATES,
PROPERTY, FARMS, EQUIPMENT, HOUSES, ETC) CONTACT:

Darrell Beane Auctioneer
Lynn Grove. KY
270-435-4420 OR 270-227-3959
KY# P2248, TNX 2493 Firm 5815

Gaiiirr,ore

REAL ESTATE AUCTION
lot for sale in

IS,

SATURDAY

Kentucky

NOVEMBER 12T" 2016

marina

fall

(270) 759-0890

Western

10:00 A.M.

HOA includes

Hill Appliance
Repair

slips,

pool,

club

), walking trails

tore.

Call

415-9390

for

Used Cm

Nissan Ultima 4

:an/gold. 73,074

809 BAG WELL BLVD. MURRAY, KY 42071
2 BEDROOM,2 BATH, BRICK HOME WITH LARGE LIVING ROOM,
DINING AREA, KITCHEN, DEN WiFIREPLACE, UTILITY ROOM,
WITH 2 CAR GARAGE,SITTING ON LARGE BEAUTIFUL LOT.
ANY HOUSE BUILT PRIOR TO 1978 COULD CONTAIN LEAD BASE
PAINT. A 10 DAY POST INSPECTION WAVIER WILL BE PART OF
THE CONTRACT. MAKE YOUR INSPECTIONS PRIOR TO DAY OF
SALE.
TERMS OF REAL ESTATE IS 10% DOWN OF PURCHASE PRICE
DAY OF AUCTION WITH BALANCE IN 30 DAYS WITH PASSING OF
DEED. REAL ESTATE WILL BE HANDLED IN CONJUNCTION
WITH SBG REAL PROPERTY PROFESSIONALS.
SHEA SYKES REAL ESTATE BROKER.

Ser,mg
West Kentucky
Jason Hill
(270) 226-0194
Service on all
major brands
Licensed & Insured

DC twaSCAPJAW
•PRESSIIRE WAVe/Aff
•taeVAI CARE
•RES/OfiVTIA1
*C0444fERC/ai
•I/C

isking 4200. Call

14-740-3340.

FOR ALL YOUR AUCTION NEEDS CONTACT:
DARRELL BEANE AUCTIONEER 270-435-4420 OR 270-227-3959

Cavrwer Scorr
270-978-1/57

DARRELL BEANE AUCTIONS
Usscl Trucks
Chevy

1500.

Licensed &
Insured

www.darrellbeaneauctions.com

Miles. Asking
all Kim

0-3340.

.corn

AY.

42071

HILL SEPTIC
Pt)'APING
EXCAVATION
TRUCKING
Needs
Install:11cm

All Your Septic
&Repow

Nrt. Gravel,
Whole Rock,
Said & Mulch
(270)293-8686

I MOW PROZ

GARAGE DOOR
& SERVICE

FALL LEAF CLEAN UP

I
I.Residennalitommercial
*. Locally Owned/Operated

FALL SCRUB TRIMMING
90 WALL SYEET
PuRYEAR, TN 3E1251'

• Lie. & ins.
Call Terry at
270-349-6380
sim • g•

10 YEARS EXPO.
SERYING:
MURRAY/PARIS
CAROL

• m= •

5

6

8

7

5

3

PRESCOTT
ROOFING

5

1

6

8

Zacti 270-873-7700
David 270-227-1106
ell—TarrOos timid Mime

1

6

7

9
7

5
3

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING
• Asphalt Installation
*Seal Coating
& Striping
• Licensed-Insured
40 years experience
(270) 759-0501

Hill Electric
Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

Sudoku is a number-placing puzzle based on a 9x9 grid with
several given numbers The ()tied IS to place the numbers 1 to
9 in the empty squares so that each row, each column and each
3x3 box contains the same number only once The difficulty level
of the Concept's Sudoku increases from Monday to Sunday

Ron Frame
1270)227-3140
12701474-0323

Over 28 Years
Experience

weekly & special pickups
ocally ownedoperated
270-759-1151
270-293-2783
270-293-2784

753-9582

9
9

4

270-293-3406
HALL'S WASTE
MANAGEMENT

3

8

& DEBRIS REK,ICYJAi

• Maw and Trim)**
•Fall Leaf Removal and *Inter hapwedness

By DavL. Green

Conceptis SudoKu

1

Design & installation
•Landscape maintenance - Weed,trim, mulch, etc.

721-a27.411104

SUDOKU

FRAME'S
TREE
SERVICE

•Landscaping• New & Existing

,

4

Answer to previous puzzle

2 59 8 1
7834 5
1 46 3 2
421 58
6-7'8- 1 9
9-3-5 6 7
36294
5 9 4 7,3
8 1 7 26
•
•
Ellible 14,1 •

6 4 7 3
9,
26 1
7 9 85
3 7 91 6
4 5 31 2
2 8 1 4
8 1 57

5

314
9

ACRES

,..,:.

SELLING IN
6 TRACTS &
COMBINATIONS!

'.

.

From Murray: Take KY-121 South 12 Miles Then Keep Left On Cypress
Trail Then Left On Valentine Rd And Proceed 06 Miles Then Keep Straight
On Watts Drive And Proceed To Fern, Signs Posted!!
KENTUCKY LAKE WATERFRONT PROPERTY!SHORT
DRIVE TO PARIS LANDING, LAND BETWEEN THE LAKES
& MURRAY! QUALITY HUNTING GROUND WITH FOOD
PLOTS! MARKETABLE TIMBER VALUED AT S350,000.00
REAL ESTATE TRACTS: Tract 1* 175 +/- Acres Tract 2* 125
-,./- Acres Tract 3* 125 +/- Acres Tract 4* 70 +/- Acres Tract 5*
55 +/- Acres Tract 6* 50 +/- Acres
REAL ESTATE SELLS ABSOLUTE TO THE HIGHEST BIDDER AT 1200P41,
AUCTION HELD AT SIRLOIN STOCKADE
AT 932 S. 12TH STREET, MURRAY, KY 42071
VISIT HARRISAUCTIONS COM FOR COMPLETE LISTING DETAILS & PHOTOS!
AUCTION TERMS Aril Buyer s Prernaurn WIN Be Added To The Frnal B,,, a
The Contract Prce 15..Down Due Day Of The Sale Wrth Cast ha's,Le
3,1' ..a).,
Make Your Inspections Pnor To Sale Dale

In

I

ti Li L
I ti.IIII
EsTut:

1111'111N

-

IMNHIS
.rr AIM
• IF esti ti
lass sr w 4, 41,,r11,• 1140.1.1 KV 44,61.
Krr TH HARRIS, Rreker-Maretionee.• TI *51124
112 linwth 120 SI ,
9 • Murray. RV 42V1
BIN BOLINICifil Hrirltreogurdruneer
Joh,.
R.1 • N.101.,4•11,
en 477,441

V1.1114411i%atll tins,-,.,800-380-4318

Services Offered

David's Home
Improvement
LLC
Water Damaged Floors
Braces & Roc( Joists
Rernoridng &Plumbing
Will Do Insurance Work
v,
s3F. MOSter-31'
e1
,
..P.7.

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

KENTUCKY LAKE
REMODELING.COM
All Aspects of
Remodeling
•Iforne linprqiemncs
*Both *Kitchen
& AdditionA
•Devv•all *Painting
•Tile .Flooring •Decio
•Invured •Sr Discouni
•Free Esnrrioles
*Member of "A" Ruling
on Angie% Ltd
270-436-5959

107 North 17th Street
FRI.(11/4)•7 AM-? — SAT.(11/5)•7 AM-2 PM
Men & womens clothes, trinkets, washer & dryer,
something for everyone!

44112
2
#(41

www hullelectric corn

TOURS

PRISTINE
!MI /Et NI; 1 .1 ompANy
Root Repair i New Roof
•Shingles •Metal .Rubber
Roofs
Guaranteed Leak Fixes
Free Estimates
270-254-0490-Murra KY
YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Service.Lscensed
and insured. Free estimates. 270-436-2562,
270-226-4504

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work.

YOUNG'S

C2016 Concept,. Puzzles. Dist. by King Fe•IUMS Syndicate. In

edger
6

270-293-3248

Services Offered

•

YARD SALES

Cssads
Q

GARY W. DICK
ELECTRIC

Darrell Beane Auctioneer
Lynn Grove. KY
270-435-4420 OR 270-227-3959
KY# P2248. TN# 2493 Firm 5815

Pickup

nne

Electrical Contractors, LLC

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors, LLC
Industrial/Commercial/Residential
James C. Gallimore
WWW4ECMURRAYCOM

www.darrellbeaneauctions.com

.UCKY Lake -1.1

,iful

599.114
tt. so

CHAI/IS
REAL E574TE & AUCTION
304 NORTH 12TH STREET • MURRAY, KY 42071
Office: 270-761-SALE (7253) or Cell: 270-705-4479
Tommy Chavis • Broker/Auctioneer • KY*/ P2521
www.chavlsauctions.com

DARRELL BEANE AUCTIONS

New 2-4
Zoom homes in
verfield Estate
3 Real Property
'rofessionals
70-293-7872

1

270-247-3253 w

Terms of auction full settlement day of auction with cash or good check
with proper ID. Any announcement made day of auction take precedence
over any printed material or any oral statement made. Auction company
or owners not responsible for accidents. Concession available.
FOR ALL YOUR AUCTION NEEDS CONTACT:
DARRELL BEANE AUCTIONEER 270-435-4420 OR 270-227-3959

I .

., .

710 Elm Street
FRI.(11/4)& SAT.(11/5).8 AM-?
BENEFIT YARD SALE! For local resident with
severe aplastic anemia.

CROSSWORDS

ROONEY
SHAD
UNDONE
LAIR
GOD I VA
EMMY
SYSTEM
ACHE
OVENS
GENERAL
BRA
HAM
AWE
I DO
ONPAPER
NAP
REESE
OGLE
RIDING
NODDED
ARID
CREASE
CANE
HANDEL
EGGS
Yesterday's answer

ACROSS
44 Light
1 Phone
lunch
downloads 45 Comfy
5 Loses
spots
46 Thomas
weight
Hardy
10 Pulsate
heroine
12 Basic
belief
DOWN
13 Noted
1 Ready to
trailblazer
hit
14 Geometry 2 Snap
17 Sticky
30 As done
3 Tourney
measure
gunk
by
type
15 — loss
19 Toward
33 Noble's
4 Abel, to
(baffled)
the stern
pride
Adam
16 Soup
34 Think tank
22 Garden
5 Antlered
choice
pavilions
output
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Change in the weather signals
time to change alarm batteries

Tea years ago
completed at the plant
Members of the Southwest barberThe Calloway County High
School Laker Band and the Murray shop quintet are shown performing
DEAR ABBY: Fall is here and
High School Tiger Band are shown at the Southwest Elementary PTO
rehearsing for the Kentucky Music Open House. The quintet, under as we prepare for a change in the
Educators Association State March- the direction of Leigh Ann Barrett, weather, it's also the time we turn
ing Band Championship scheduled is comprised of Lyndsi Keel, Betsy our clocks back an hour from dayfor this weekend in Bowling Green. Inman,Kenny Dale OR,Jamie Stin- light saving time Something that
everyone also needs to change
Pictured are CCHS students Kelsey nett and Amanda Ferguson.
save
could
Polk, Chelsea Weaver, Sara PenThirty years ago
lives.
their
ney and Tamara Turner and MHS
Election Clerk Stanford Andrus is
That "somestudents Daniel White. Kaitlyn shown helping Dick Sykes sign in
thing" is the
Carpenter. Jacob Thiede and Cody at the polls at Precinct 2 inside the
battery inside
Seely.
Murray Fire Department. A relativehousehold
Woodmen of the World Lodge ly light voter turnout is expected for
devices that
728 presented a check to the mam- today's balloting.
take
many
mography technicians of the MurLisa Cleaver Fielder will appear on
grantfor
ray-Calloway County Hospital. the NBC TV show "Sale of the Cened -- smoke
Pictured are Sharon Carter, Mitzi tury" on Nov. 5. Fielder is married
alarms,
Cathey,Cathy Seay,Rachel Jackson to David Fielder and they have one
smoke detecDear Abby
and Wally Miller.
son, Michael, 2. She is the daughtors Or carLeisa Faugtin, Murray Middle ter of Mr. and Mrs. Hoyt Cleaver Jr.
School counselor, is shown with and her husband is the son of Mr.
bon monoxAbigail
spirit towels for the students to and Mrs. George Fielder.
ide detectors.
use when they attended the recent
Van Buren
In the U.S.,
Richard Jackson will teach a class
playoff game at MMS. Faughn is in drawing and painting for bethree out of
presenting the first towel to Kristen ginners and advanced students at five home fire deaths are caused
Morris, MMS student.
the Murray Art Guild. Jackson re- by fires in homes with no smoke
The Murray Middle School Band
tired from Murray State University alarms or WORKING smoke
Council recently planned a Hallowwhere he was in charge of art educa- alarms. As a firefighter, I have seen
een Party for the 7th and 8th grade
tion and director of the Clara Eagle these tragedies firsthand and beband members. Pictured are Chanlieve it is my duty to make sure we
Gallery.
dler Purdom, Sarah Stanley, Rachel
lower this number. My mission is
Forty years ago
Henderson. Danielle Dolacik, ReClara Eagle shows the sterling for no battery to go unchecked.
becca Walker. Nathan Kennedy and
For the 29th consecutive year.
silver pendant set with a red jasper
Alex Bloodworth.
stone on a silver chain which she Energizer and the International
Twenty years ago
made and donated to the Delta De- Association of Fire Chiefs (IAFC)
First Presbyterian Church will hold
of the Murray Woman's are partnering to educate the public
partment
and
Sale
its annual Hollyberry Bake
about fire safety by reminding conproject.
fundraising
a
as
Club
Tea Room on Nov. 9. Pictured are
sumers of the importance of checkto
boy
a
include
reported
Births
Charlotte Gregory, 'Beth Belote,
Matthews and a ing and changing the batteries not
Joan Adams, Louise Goode, Phillip Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
only in smoke alarms, but also evDavid McKee.
Mrs.
and
Dr.
to
boy
Montgomery and Sue Conover.
ery device that helps keep us safe
ago
years
Fifty
Calloway Countians turned out in
Births reported include a boy to and relaxed in our homes.
large numbers to vote with many
Think about your smart thermoand Mrs. Earl Nix Wilson, a
Mr.
precincts reporting long lines at the
stats, flashlights, home security
pools. Pictured is Murray resident boy to Mr. and Mrs. Charles Boren,
systems and other critical devices.
Boyd Smith as he signs the registra- a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Herbert CalMany of them have a battery comTerMrs.
and
Mr.
to
girl
a
and
houn
tion roll at District 3.
ponent that must be checked and
Pictured is Murray High School ry Coleman.
Awards were presented at the pack changed in order to ensure home
senior Ross Clark as he takes his
turn at hitting an old car with a mal- meeting of Kirksey Cub Scout Pack safety.
I cannot stress enough the imlet during the Future Homemakers 87 with Billy Smith as cub master.
of setting aside the few
portance
ago
years
Sixty
the
at
fundraiser
of America bonfire
Elected as officers of the Murray minutes it takes to ensure these
high school.
The Mattel Corporation will soon High School unit of Parent-Teacher devices are working. The IAFC
Association were Owen Billington, also recommends REPLACING
get $500.000 from the state and
the City of Murray for an expan- Paul Perdue, Theodore Clark and smoke alarms and carbon monoxide detectors every 10 years. Use
sion project which has already been Maurice Ryan.

By the Associated Press
Today is Thursday, Nov
308th day of 2016. There are 58
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Nov. 3, 1986,the Iran-Contra
affair came to light as Ash-Shiraa, a
pro-Syrian Lebanese magazine,first
broke the story of U.S. arms sales
to Iran.
On this date:
In 1839, the first Opidm War between China and Britain broke out.
In 1903, Panama proclaimed its
independence from Colombia.

I KNOW!
RIDICULOUS!
ON THE DAV AFTER ITS TOO
EARLY!
HALLOWEEN
I SPOTTED
A MALL SANTA!!

THERE 5 A
CALENDAR
STORE
OPENING IN
THE MALL.

In 1900,the first major U.S. automobile show opened at New York's
Madison Square Garden under the
auspices of the Automobile Club of
America.
In 1911,the Chevrolet Motor Car
Co. was founded in Detroit by Louis Chevrolet and William C. Durant.
(The company was acquired by
General Motors in 1918.)
In 1936, President Franklin D.
Roosevelt won a landslide election
victory over Republican challenger
Alfred M."Alf- Landon.
In 1957, the Soviet Union

WELL WHO'S THE
NEXT CLIENT ON
OUR AGENDA
TODAY?

launched Sputnik 2, the second
manmade satellite, into orbit; on
board was a dog named Laika(LY'kah). who was sacrificed in the experiment.
In 1964, President Lyndon B.
Johnson soundly defeated Republican Barry Goldwater to win a White
House term in his own right.
In 1979, five Communist Workers Party members were killed in a
clash with heavily armed Ku Klux
Klansmen and neo-Nazis during an
anti-Klan protest in Greensboro,
North Carolina.

MARLENE SAYS IT'S SOME GUY
REPRESENTING
A CHARITY...
7

..1 WAS GOING
TO SAY YOU LL
FINALLY GET
SOME DATES.

LIKE YOU'RE
NOT ABOUT TO
TELL ME IT'5
'MONTH-TOMONTH'?

iOUE JUST JEAL005
prom Yarn NOT
6E170460/1 CARPS OPT
ENV WII AAA! ADMIT
IT!60 MEAD!AWAIT IT!!

the end of daylight saving time as a
reminder to priontize the safety of
your home. This simple task protects your home and the people you
cherish the most. -- FIRE CHIEF
JOHN D. SINCLAIR, 1AFC
PRESIDENT AND CHAIRMAN
OF THE BOARD
DEAR CHIEF SINCLAIR:
Thank you for the "timely" reminder to my readers. I urge all
of them to learn more about the
Change Your Clock, Change Your
Batteries program by visiting energizer.corn/homesafety.
And buy your replacement batteries now, so you can install them
on Nov. 6 when you turn your
clocks back.
DEAR ABBY: I am dating a
great guy I have known for 10
years. We dated on and off, but
always remained friends. We were
friends during my marriage, the
birth of my daughter and my divorce.
We are now dating again. I would
like things to work out because he
is such a great friend and great
person. My 9-year-old daughter
adores him, too. The problem is,
I'm still having a sexual relationship with my ex-husband. The sex
is great and I don't want to stop,
but I'm afraid it will come back to
haunt me.
I have been involved one way
or another with both of these men
since 2005. I'd like to just date
the guy I am with, but our sex life
isn't nearly as good as it is with
my ex. I know I'm being selfish.
What should I do? -- DIVIDED IN
PENNSYLVANIA
DEAR DIVIDED: You may
be divorced, but you are not free
as long'as you're having sex with
your ex. Be as good a friend to the
"great guy" as he has been to you
and let him go so he can find a lady
who values what he has to offer.
Right now what you are doing is
extremely unfair to HIM.

Prevent chronic inflammation
with a healthy diet
DEAR DOCTOR K: You've
written that chronic inflammation
has been linked to diseases such as
diabetes and heart disease. Is there
anything I can do to fight inflammation without using medications?
DEAR
READER:
Inflammation
in the body
is a double-edged
sword.
Short-lived
inflammation, directed
by your immune system
Or,Komaroff at invaders
like bacteria
by
viruses,
or
Dr. Anthony
protects your
Komaroff
health.
But sometimes inflammation persists, even
when there is no health threat.
That's when it can become your
enemy. Many major diseases have
been linked to chronic (ongoing)
inflammation, including cancer,
heart disease, diabetes, arthritis,
depression and Alzheimer's.
The good news is that powerful tools to combat inflammation
can be found in the grocery store.
I spoke to my colleague Dr. Frank
Hu, professor of nutrition and epidemiology in the Department of
Nutrition at the Harvard School
of Public Health. He explained
that components of many common
foods have anti-inflammatory effects.
By choosing the right foods, you
may be able to reduce your risk
of illness. Consistently pick the
wrong foods, however, and you
might speed up the inflammatory
disease process.
The same foods that contribute
to inflammation are already -generally considered bad for our health,
so it's easier to remember them.
They include sodas, refined carbohydrates, and red and processed
meats. These foods affect inflammation directly.

SOME ANSWERS FOR ALZHEIMER'S
Dear Readers: November is National Alzheimer's Disease Awareness Month. What is ALZHEIMER'SDISEASE(AD)? There's a lot to know.
It's common to occasionally forget something or
misplace objects. But not remembering normal routines, getting flummoxed in public and repeating
phrases over and over can be
problematic.
AD affects the brain in older folks by slowly stamping
out memory, reasoning and
the ability to accomplish small
tasks. What's going on in the
brain? Research is ongoing, but
basically the brain is changing.
These bad changes can begin in
the portion of the brain responsiblefor memory.
There is no known cure for
by
Alzheimer's disease, but you
Heloise
can train your brain to be
healthier and active -- at any
age. Alzheimer's Awareness konth provides an opportunity to talk about AD. Here are some easy ways to
keep your brain engaged:
* Take part in regular physical activity (with proper
safety gear -- helmets, etc.).
* Be involved in the community.
* Take a class at a junior college.
* Eat lots offresh fruits and vegetables.
crossword puzzles and strategy
* Play games
games with thefamily.
* Quit smoking.
* Get enough sleep.
Go to the Alzheimer's Association website,www.alz.
org,for more information. -- Heloise
NO SALE
Dear Heloise: Buying clothes is tricky for me, and

They also contribute to weight
gain, which is itself a risk factor for
inflammation. How does that happen? When you put on weight, the
fat cells in your body become more
numerous and also grow larger.
We used to think that what fat
did was provide a storehouse of
energy for when we needed it, sort
of like insulation that protected
us against the cold. In the past 20
years we've learned that fat cells
are little factories that make hormones and immune system chemicals. These substances influence
our appetite,our metabolism -- and
inflammation.
To reduce inflammation, avoid
or limit:
-- Refined carbohydrates, such
as white bread and pastries;
-- Fried foods such as french
fries;
-- Soda and other sugar-sweetened beverages;
-- Red meat (burgers, steaks);
-- Processed meat (hot dogs,
cold cuts);
-- Margarine, shortening and
lard.
On the flip side are foods and
beverages that reduce the risk of
inflammation and chronic disease.
Fruits and vegetables are particularly effective. Good choices
are blueberries, apples and leafy
greens, which are high in natural antioxidants and polyphenols.
These are protective compounds
found in plants. Nuts and coffee
may also be protective.
Include plenty of these anti-inflammatory foods in your diet:
-- Tomatoes
-- Olive oil
-- Green leafy vegetables, such
as spinach, kale and collards
-- Nuts, such as almonds and
walnuts
-- Fatty fish like salmon, mackerel, tuna and sardines
-- Fruits such as strawberries,
blueberries, apples, cherries and
oranges
-- Spices, particularly ginger and
turmeric

the stores don't help with big sales and coupons where
you have to spend so many dollars before you save a
percentage.
I have sworn off sales. I instead look for QUALITY
pieces that are well-made and manufactured to last.
I look at the stitching, the seams and the weight of
the fabric, and I'm not so caught up in binge-buying
a multitude of sweaters, for example. This is a better
value in the long run.
Clothing is an investment. I want timeless pieces I
can build a wardrobe around:
* a great jacket
* a wrap dress
* a well-fitting pair of jeans
* a nonpilling turtleneck
* a classic slingback pump.
I can work with these, and occasionally if there's a
T-shirt I like, I may buy more than one, but I'm more
focused on quality than quantity. -- Susan J. in Central
Texas
STUFFED ANIMALS
Dear Heloise: How can I clean my grandchildren's
stuffed animals? I want them to be fresh when the kids
come to visit. -- Jane R., Fort Wayne,Ind.
Jane, it's difficult, drippy and messy to wash them
in the washing machine. Sprinkle the stuffed animals
with either cornstarch or baking soda, and rub it in
with your hands or a brush. Let it sitfor a while, maybe an hour, and then go outside,don a mask and glasses, and beat the stuffed animals to remove the powder.
Heloise
S77CKER SOLU770N
Dear Heloise: I needed to get the model number
for my dishwasher. With the door open. I couldn't get
close enough to see the fine print. A razor-blade scraper eased off the sticker. I then could place the sticker
on my instruction booklet. Problem solved! -- Ruth R.,
Rotonda West, Fla.
(02016 by King Features Syndicate Inc.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** You might want to launch a new project.
You'll want to have a brainstorming session with
several creative people you know. Organize
this type of get-together. Use caution with your
finances, which easily could get out of control. =
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Pressure builds, as a family member wants
something very different from you. You might not
be willing to give this person's request a second
thought. You'll have to bridge this gap, but you
might not know how. Tap into your creativity.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** You need to communicate your wishes
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: more often. Others often think that what you say
5-Dynamic: 4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so: is just a passing fancy. Your imagination plays a
key role in your morning. You might want to follow
1 -Difficult
through on an important project.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
ARIES(March 21-AprIl 19)
**** Your instincts serve you well when dealing **** You could be at a point where you no longer
with a boss. How you choose to manage a situation can take action or make a decision. Your finances
could be quite different from what you originally seem to become part of nearly every conversation
had planned. The other party involved might have you have. At this point, you could feel more limited
than you have in the past.
more ideas than you. Try to avoid a competition.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Detach in order to find the right answer **** You flourish in the present atmosphere.
to a problem. You could feel as if someone is Someone you value might whisper an important
pushing you too hard. You need to support yourself fact in your ear. Stay mum until you verify what
you have just heard. A boss, friend or parent might
and say "no" more often. A friend supports you in
demand some of your time: be willing to give it.
establishing stronger boundaries.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** You might not have as much freedom *** You might think that others are pushing you
as you desire. Remain good-natured about this away. Perhaps you just aren't receiving the kind
situation, but also be sure to create more space for of attention you normally get. Detach and take an
yourself. A child or loved one will make it a point to overview, and you will know much more. Remain
sure of yourself, despite a change of plans.
speak to you in the afternoon.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** You could be full of fun and excitement. **** Zero in on what you feel is necessary to
Without even realizing it, your mind and emotions accomplish. A partner might point you to the path
seem to flow into weekend mode. News from a that he or she would choose. Why not go along
distance might promise a trip in the near future, if with this person's suggestion? Know how fortunate
you are to have him or her in your life.
you want to take advantage of it.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Don't change your direction at the moment. BORN TODAY
You might want to do something in a new or different Comedian Kathy Griffin (1960), former U.S. first
way, so just hold on! A partner or associate has a lady Laura Bush (1946), humorist Will Rogers
lot of ideas that could cause you to change your (1879)
mind yet again.

PPY BIRTHDAY for Friday, Nov. 4, 2016:
T is year you communicate what is on your mind.
Still, remain sensitive of others'feelings. Be willing
to try out a friend's or loved one's suggestions
more often; the results are likely to be beneficial.
If you are single, use good sense when dating, as
there might be a tendency to attract those who are
emotionally unavailable. Know that Mr. or Ms. Right
is likely to appear come fall. If you are attached, the
two of you enjoy each other more and more. You
often can be found whispering to each other and/or
sharing special news. CAPRICORN can be difficult
to deal with.

Today's Games
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
5 p.m.
CBSSN -Buffalo at Ohio
6:30 p.m.
ESN - Oklahoma at Iowa St
ESPNI.1 - Arkansas St. at Georgia St
8 p.m
FS -UCLA at Colorado
FOOTBALL
7 p.m.
ESP142-High School Showcase, Desoto (Texas) at South Grand Prairie (Texas)
GOLF
4 am.
GOLF - European PGA Tour, Turkish Airlines
Open, first round, at Antalya. Turkey
230 p.m.
GOLF - PGA Tour, Shriners Hospital for Children Open,first round, at Las Vegas
1 am.(Friday)
GOLF - Ladies European Tour. Fatima Bint
Open, second round, at Abu
Ladles
Mubarak
Dhabi
NSA
7 p.m.
TNT - Boston at Cleveland
9:30 p.m
TNT - Oklahoma City at Golden State
NFL
725 p.m.
NFL-Atlanta at Tampa Bay
SOCCER
1 p.m.
FS1 - UEFA Europa League, Fenerbahce vs.
Manchester United
FS2 - UEFA Europa League, Austria Wien vs.
Roma
3 p.m.
FS1 - UEFA Europa League, Southampton vs
Intemazionale Milano
FS2 - UEFA Europa League, Schalke 04 vs
Krasnodar
Friday's Games
AUTO RACING
11:30 am.
NBCSN - MSGR. Sprint Cup Sanas, MA
Texas 500, practice, at Fort Worth, Texas
130 p.m.
NOCSN - NASCAR, Xlinny Series, O'Reilly
Auto Parts Challenge, practice, at Fort Worth,
Cetus
230 p.m.
FS1 - NASCAR, Camping World Truck Series.
Longhorn 350,qualifying. at Fort Worth, Texas
730 p.m.
FS1 - OSCAR, Camping World Truck Senes
Longhorn 350, at Fort Worth, Taxas
930 p.m.
NBCSN - NASCAR, Sprint Cup Senn, AAA
Texas 500, quilling, at Fort Worth, Texas
Lwinif-daY WW1

SPORTS ON TV

soccen

7 p.m.
Exhibition. Berry College at Murray State
Friday's Gams
PREP FOOTBALL
7 p.m.
104SAA Class 2A Tourruunent first round. McHigh
Murray
at
County
Lain
KHSAA Clow 4A Tournament first round- Men
C.ounly-Scottsville at Murray High
WOOIBES
11 a.m.
Ohio Valley Conference Tournament semrfirialvs. No. 2 Eastern Kentucky,
Tech
Tennessee
No. 3
at Cutchin Field
2 p.m.
Ohm Valley Conference Tournament semifinal:
No. 4 SIU Edwardsville at No. 1 Murray State

AREA SCHEDULE
Today's Gamin
taws BA.S/LETBALL

NFL
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
PcI PP P4
W L T
875 217 13:
7 1 0
NewEngland
4 4 0
501) 212 7
Buffalo
429 146 15
3 4 0
Miami
375 150 2(0
3 5 0
North
PcI PP Pi
W L T
571 170 15
4 3 0
Prttsburgh
438 167 18
3 4 I
Cincinnati
429 133 13
3 4 0
Batttmoev
000 158 23
0 8 0
Cleveland
South
Pet PP P
W L T
625 137 16
5 3 0
Houston
4 4 0 .500 182 18
Tennessee
375 208 23
3 5 0
Indianapolis
2 5 0
286 139 19
Jacksonvele
West
W I. T
750 194 13
6 2 0
Denver
750 215 20
6 2 0
Oakland
5 2 0 .714 166 13
Kansas City
3 5 0 .375 225 21
San Diego
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
Pet PP P
W L T
6 1 0
Dallas
4 3 0 .571 133 14
NYGmwite
4 3 0 .571 179 11
Philadelphia
4 3 1
563 188 18
Washington
North
Pet PP P
W L T
714 139 IC
5 7 0
MInnesota
571 172 t
4 3 0
Green 6ay
501) 183 11
4 4 0
DetroIt
250 131 1)
2 8 0
Chicago
South
Pet PP F
W I. T
5 3 0 6252622)
152 Ii
.429
0
4
3
WIWI BIS
3 4 0 .429 201 21
0111111110
2 5 0 .296 191 11
Caftlis •
------

PRO FOOTBALL

MLB
WORLD SERIES
(Best-of-7; x-if necessary)
All games televised by Fox
Chicago 4, Cleveland 3
Oct. 25. Cleveland 6. Chicago 0
Oct 26. Chicago 5, Cleveland 1
Oct. 28. Cleveland 1, Chicago 0
Oct. 29: Cleveland 7. Chicago 2
Oct 30-. Chicago 3, Cleveland 2
Nov. I Chicago 9, Cleveland 3
Nov 2 Chicago 8, Cleveland 7, 10 innings

PRO BASEBALL

COLLEGE FOOTBALL
5 p.m.
CBSSN - Central Michigan at Miami(Ohio)
6 p.m.
ESPN2-Temple at UConn
t.15 p.m
ESPTI2-San Jose St at Boise Sr
GOLF
4 am.
GOLF - European PGA Tour, Turkish Airlines
Open,second round, at Antalya, Turkey
9 a.m.
GOLF - LPGA Tour, TOTO Japan Classic, nrst
round, at Shima-Shi, Japan (same-day tape)
12:30 p.m.
GOLF - Champions Tour, Dominion Chanty
Classic, first round, at Richmond, Va.
330 p.m.
GOLF - PGA Tour, Shnners Hospital for Chilat Las Vegas
round,
dren Open,second
1 a.m.(Saturday)
GOLF - Ladies European Tour. Fatima Blot
Mubarak Ladies Open, third round, at Mu Dhabi
NBA
7 p.m.
Chicago
at
York
New
ESPfl
930 p.m.
ESPN - Golden State at L.A. Lakers
SOCCER
220 p.m.
FS2 - Bundesliga. Martha BSC Berlin vs
Borussia Monchengladbach

:•:,,().101m20rt Blvd •
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STANDINGS
ATLANTIC COAST
Atlantic
Oven
Conference
W I PF PA
5 0 185 104
Clemson
5 1 271 142
Louisville
Wake Forest 2 2 74 73
22 961274421
Syracuse
Florida State 2 3 126 162
1 3 Ti 115
NC State
Boston Colt 1 4 65 164
Coastal
Oven
Conference
W L PP PA
4 1 132 132
N. Carolina
Virginia Tech 4 1 176 86
2 2 154 141
Pittsburgh
Georgia Tech 2 3 117 147
1383884426
Miami
Virginia
1 3 104 132
0 4 83 120
Duke
Saturday's Games
Pittsburgh at Miami,TBA
Syracuse at Clemson,TBA
Virginia Tech at Duke,TBA
Florida St. at NC State, TBA
Louisville at Boston College, TBA
Georgia Tech at North Carolina, TBA
Virginia at Wake Forest, 2 p.m.
SOUTHEASTERN
East Division
Over
Conference
W L PP PAW
4 1 150 75 6 1 20
Florida
222 247
4 2 125 161
Kentucky
234 23.3
2 3 141 177
Tennessee
186 209
Georgia
2 4 127 161
142 170
2 4 88 127
S. Carolina
171
166
62
1 3 46
Vanderbilt
255 243
0 4 69 145
Missouri
West DIMM041
Conference
W I PE PA WI
5 0 213 103 8
Alabama
4 1 157 124 7
Texas A&M
4 1 168 88 6
Auburn
3 1 116 66 5
LS11
1 3 91 180 5
Arkansas
1 3 99 115 3
MISS. State
1 4 168 174 3
Mississippi
Saturday's Games
Georgia Southern at Mississippi, 11 am.
Texas ABM at Mississippi St., 11 am.
Vanderbilt at Auburn, 11 am.
Florida at Arkansas, 2:30 p.m.
Missouri at South Carolina, 3 p.m.
Tennessee Tech at Tennessee,3 p.m.
Georgia at Kentucky,6:30 p.m.
Alabama at LSIJ, 7 p.m.
CONFERENCE USA
East Division
Conference
W L PP PA
W. Kentucky 4 1 253 139
Middle Tenn. 3 1 153 126
Old Dominion 3 1 140 116
FlU
3 2 154 164
2 2 98 126
Charlotte
1 3 86 110
Marshall
0 4 78 140 1
FAU
West Division
Overall
Conference
W L PP PAW L PP PA
4 1 222 137 6 3 396 269
La. Tech
UTSA
4 1 168 141 5 3 236 209
S. Mississippi 3 1 134 104 5 3 275 221
North Texas 2 2 110 117 4 4 207 221
0 5 106 207 1 7 195 320
Rice
0 5 102 177 1 7 161 306
UlIP
Sahrday's Games
LITSA at %dna Tennessee, 1130
FAU at Rice, 2:30 p.m.
Charlotte at Southern Miss., 2:30 p.m
FIU at W. Kentucky, 4:30 p.m.
Louisiana Tech at North Texas,430 p.m
Marshall at Old Dominion,6 p.m.
Houston Baptist at UTEP, 7 p.m.

COLLEGE FOOTBALL

West
Pct PP PA
W I. T
4 2 1 .643 131 109
Seattle
3 4 1 .438 179 140
Arizona
3 4 0 .429 120 154
LosAngeles
143 144 219
1 6 0
San Francisco
Today's Game
p.m
7:25
Bay,
Tampa
Atlanta at
Sunday's Games
Dallas at Cleveland, 12 p.m.
12 p.m.
Miami,
N.Y. Jets at
Philadelphia at N.Y. Giants, 12 p.m.
Jacksonville at Kansas City, 12 p.m.
Detroit at Minnesota, 12 p.m.
Pittsburgh at Baltimore, 12 p.m.
New Orleans at San Francisco, 3:05 p.m
Carolina at Los Angeles, 3:05 p.m.
Tennessee at San Diego, 3:25 p.m.
Indianapolis at Green Bay, 3:25 p.m.
Denver at Oakland, 7130 p.m.
Open: Washington, Arizona, Chicago, New England, Houston, Cincinnati
Monday's Game
Buffalo at Seattle, 7:30 pm.

Overall
1. PP
1 264
4 323
5 212
5 178
4 253
5 197
3 266
6 186
8 176

p.m.

PA
147
228
271
195
277
226
216
241
360

NBA
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
L
W
1
3
1
3
3
2
3
1
4
0
itria
Southeast Division
L
W
3
1
1
3
2
2
1

lYe
2
3

GB

.400
.250
.000

Pot
.750
.750
.500
250

1
2

96

Pat

PRO BASKETBALL

STANDINGS
District 1
CLASS lA
Overall
District
L
W
0
3
Russellville
1
2
Crittenden County
1
2
Fulton City
0
3
Fulton County
Friday's Games
Caverns at Russellville, 7 p.m.
Fulton City at Campbellsville,7 p.m.
Fort Knox at Crittenden County,7 pm.
CLASS 2A
Overall
District
L
LW
W
0
10
0
3
Mayfield
7
3
1
2
Murray High
2
5
1
5
Ballard Memorial
8
2
3
0
Webster County
Friday's Games
Hancock County at Mayfield, 7 p.m.
Ballard Memorial at Butter County,7 p.m.
McLean County at Murray High, 7 p.m.
Webster County at Owensboro Catholic, 7 p.m.
CLASS 3A
Overall
District
W
4
0
Caldwell County
1
3
Paducah Tilghman
3
1
Union County
3
1
Fort Campbell
3
Tngg County
1
Friday's Games
Hart County at Caldwell County,7 p.m.
Union County at Adair County, 7 p.m.
LaRue County at Paducah Tilghman,7 p.m.
Fort Campbell at Elizabethtown. 7 p.m.
CLASS 4A
Overall
District
W
0
4
Hopkinsville
1
3
Calloway County
2
Madisonville-N. Hopkins 2
3
1
Hopkins County Central
0
4
Logan County
Friday's Games
p.m.
7
Warren East at Hopkinsvitle,
Madisonville-NH at South Warren, 7 p.m
Allen Co.-Scottsville at Calloway County, 7 p.m
Hopkins Co Central at Franklin-Simpson, 7 p.m.
CLASS 5.4
Overall
District
L
W
4
0
Owensboro
3
1
Christian County
2
2
Graves County
1
3
Marshall County
4
0
Owensboro Apollo
Friday's Games
Grayson County at Owensboro, 7 p.m.
Graves County at Greenwood.? p.m.
Barren County at Christian County, 7 p
Marshall County at Bowling Green, 7 p
CLASS 6A
District
1.
W
0
4
1
3
2
2
Daviess County
3
1
Muhlenberg County
4
0
Ohio County
Friday's Games
Pleasure Park Ridge at McCracken County,7 p.m.
()airless County at Louisville Male, 7 p.m.
DuPont Manual at Henderson County,? p.m.
Muhlenberg County at St Xavier, 7 p.m.

PREP FOOTBALL

4 0 145 56 7
4 I 190 122 5
3 2 170 141. 3
3 2 115 1031 3
3 3 187 201 5
3 3 163 171 3
2 2 134 131 5
1 4 99 141 2
0 6 125 262 0
Saturday's Games
Murray State at Eastern Kentucky, 12 p.m.
UT Martin at Eastern Illinois, 1 p.m.
Jacksonville State at Southeast Missouri, 1
Tennessee Tech at Tennessee, 3 p.m.
Tennessee State at Austin Peay,4 p.m.

Jan State
UT Martin
Murray State
SE Missouri
E. Illinois
Tenn. Tech
Tenn. State
E. Kentucky
Austn Peay

Conference

NOV. 3
2007-Navy snaps an NCAA-record 43-game
Dame with a 46-44 victory
Notre
to
losing streak
in triple overtime. It's the first time Navy beat Notre Dame since a 35-14 win in 1963 when Roger
Staubach was quarterback for the Midshipmen.

SPORTS HISTORY

NHL
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
L OT Pts
W
19
9 0 1
Montreal
13
1
6 4
Detroit
6 3 0 12
Ottawa
6 4 0 12
Tampa Bay
5 4 0 10
Boston
4 3 2 10
Buffalo
4 5 1
9
Florida
9
3 4 3
Toronto
Metropolitan Division
L OT Pts
W
7 3 0 14
N.Y. Rangers
13
1
6 2
Washington
13
6 2 1
Pittsburgh
11
1
5
5
Philadelphia
4 2 2 10
New Jersey
1
4 3
9
Columbus
4 6 0
8
N.Y. Islanders
7
2 4 3
Carolina
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Central Division
L OT Pt*
W
Minnesota
Chicago
St. Louis
Colorado
Dallas
4 6 0
8
Winnipeg
7
3 5 1
Nashville
Pacific Division
L OT Pts
W
15
1
7 2
Edmonton
6 4 0 12
San Jose
4 4 2 10
Anaheim
9
1
4 5
Vancouver
9
4 6 1
Calgary
4 6 0
8
Los Angeles
3 6 0
6
Arizona
Wednesday's Results
Montreal 3, Vancouver 0
Philadelphia 4, Detroit 3, OT
Pittsburgh at Anaheim, late
Today's Games
Toronto at Buffalo,6 p.m
Winnipeg at Washington,6 p.m.
Philadelphia at N.Y. Islanders,6 p.m.
Edmonton at NY Rangers,6 p.m.
New Jersey at Florida, 6:30 p.m.
Boston at Tampa Bay,6:30 p.m.
Vancouver at Ottawa,6:30 p.m.
St. Louis at Dallas, 7:30 p.m.
Colorado at Chicago,7:30 p.m.
Nashville at Arizona, 9 p.m.
Calgary at San Jose, 9:30 p.m.
Pittsburgh at Los Angeles, 9r33 p.m.

PRO HOCKEY

Central Division
Pct
L
W
0 1.000
4
.750
1
3
.600
2
3
.500
2
2
.500
2
2
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Southwest Division
Pct
I.
W
1
4
.800
San Antonio
.600
2
3
Houston
2
.600
3
Memphis
4
.000
0
Dallas
5
.000
0
New Orleans
Northwest Division
W
0 1.000
3
Oklahoma City
.600
2
3
Utah
3 .400
2
Portland
.333
2
1
Denver
.333
2
1
Minnesota
Pacific Division
PcI
L
W
LA. Clippers
Golden State
Sacramento
LA. takers
Phoenix
Wednesday's Results
Charlotte 109, Philadelphia 93
Toronto 113, Washington 103
Brooklyn 109, Detroit 101
Houston 118, New York 99
L.A. Lakers 123, Atlanta 116
Boston 107, Chicago 100
Memphis 89, New Orleans 83, OT
Utah 97, Dallas 81
Phoenix 118, Portland 115,01
Oklahoma City at LA Clippers, late
Today's Games
Sacramento at Orlando,6 p.m.
Boston at Cleveland,? p.m.
Denver at Minnesota, 7 p.m.
Indiana at Milwaukee,7 p.m.
Oklahoma City at Golden State, 9:30 p.m.

Cleveland
Chicago
Detroit
Milwaukee
Indiana

The Murray State volleyb
Murray State Athletics

m celebrates a point during a match this season at Racer Arena.
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COLLEGE VOLLETBALL: MURRAY STATE 3, AUSTIN PEAY 1
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give us."
Of Jacob Bellah's 95 passing
yards against Graves County,
80 of them went to senior wideout Jeremiah Malone. While
Malone (426 receiving yards
and 10 touchdown receptions)
is leading the Laker offense by
storm, it hasn't been the season
many predicted he would have.
After 922 receiving yards in
2015,Malone has drawn double
coverage as much as anyone in
western Kentucky with Chandler Cain and Kevin Robertson
right there to support him, but
Malone cleared his intentions
of 2016 long ago,in the preseason. All Malone cares about is
winning and for Garrison,that's
the mentality he's searching for
out of the entirety of the locker
room.
"It's about every position,
every player and every play.
At the end of today's practice,
there was no need for conditioning, they were spent. We
forget sometimes that they
are high school kids. Maybe
sometimes we expect too much
maturity from them, but at the
same time in order for us to
have success you have to have
it. It's all about results and your
performance will merit whatever that scoreboard says," Garrison added.
Bellah leads the Lakers with
667 rushing yards and seven

NOW CARRYING

9

7

rushing touchdowns and has
single-handedly willed the
Lakers to a few fourth quarter
wins, but his 16 touchdown
pass completions and 1000 net
yards of passing seem to have
taken a backseat to his completion rate (54-of- 131) after the
offensive gaps were exposed
against the Eagles, but if the
Lakers are going to advance for
the first time in eight seasons on
Friday night, it will be on his
shoulders. If not for Bellah's
unwavering spirit, the Lakers
very well may not have been in
this position anyway.
"Jacob is a unique individual, not just as a football players,
but with his level of maturity
and his mental toughness. I've
never seen him back down
from a challenge, he takes it on.
There are a few positions where
there is ample level of pressure
on a player and he's human, but
i've never seen him tan," Garrison added. "This isn't about
proving to anyone else right
now, it's about finally proving
to ourselves that we know what
it takes and then Friday night
proving who we know we are.
They'll always point back to
the quarterback, but he handles
it well."
Kickoff is set for 7:30 p.m.
Friday night at Jack D. Rose
Stadium.•
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tions on the year, making their
passing threat the most valuable weapon of 11th year head
coach Bradley Hood.
Brock Meador leads the Patriot defense in tackles with 80
takedowns, but Garrison added that the defense may be as
tough to predict as anything
from Allen County-Scottsville
film.
"There are many similarities offensively that we may
watch some things, but their
personnel is going to be different. This entire season has been
about learning how to be consistent through the week and
that builds consistency leading
up to Friday night. We've had
defensive practices and we're
calling them out on things
during the week because if we
do it on Friday night, it's going
to be too late." Garrison said.
"We're not the type of team
that says here is what we're going to do; come stop us. Even
though we've been able to put it
in the air against Graves County and Hopkinsville, we haven't
been able to capitalize into the
end zone. Focusing on passing
only will make us one-dimensional. If there are gaps, then
we're going to take what they

From Page 4
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Navy and Gold scrimmage at the
CFSB Center). WV we go against
each other in 5-on-.5 drills, it feels
like we're going against another
team. That's a tribute to the depth we
have on this team and it helps us out
a lot."
Other Racers expected to see time
on the court versus Berry College
include guards Jerami Grace, Dondre Griffin and Jachai Taylor and
forwards Brian Sanchious, Gilbert
Thomas Jr. and Jalen Dupree.
Sanchious, whose season was cut
short by a year-ending knee injury at
Belmont on Jan. 14, said he's had to
let go of thinking about his knee and
how it will react during preseason
practices.
"It's been a long, tough process
to get back on the court," Sanchious
said. "It's been eight months since
I've played in a basketball game. But
I've had the support of my friends,
my family, my coaches and my teammates helping me get through it."
NOTES: The Berry Vikings are
from Mount Berry, Ga., a suburb
of Rome in northwest Georgia. ...
Berry is coached by Jeff Rogers,the
son of longtime Murray Independent
School District superintendent Bob
Rogers. ... The Vikings include former Murray High basketball player
Ethan Clark, a freshman this season
at Berry. ... Murray State opens its
season at the CFSB Center against
Illinois State on Nov. 11.•

READ US
ONLINE

306 yards. After starting the season
with a bit of a quarterback controFrom Page 5
versy, Bennie Coney has pulled
away from the race with the starting
but it also applies to us," Racers line- job. He
is currently averaging 200.7
backer
Lamont
Crittendon
said.
"In
yards
per game with a 58.9 percent
our linebackers, it's a real thing. I completion
percentage, eight touchwent down (injured) during the UT
downs and a league-high 11 interMartin game and I didn't play a lot
ceptions.
at El U,either. Derrick Shaw stepped
Defensively, Jeffrey Canady
in a played a lot, and so did Marileads Eastern Kentucky with 82 toco Paige. Quincy Williams has been
tal tackles or 10.2 per game, which
moved to safety. It just goes to show
how much versatility we have at is currently the third highest average
in the OVC. Kiante Northington follinebacker.
lows close behind with 76 total tackScouting Eastern Kentucky
les, while Aaron Patrick leads the
The Colonels enter Saturday hav- team in sacks at 5.0 for a loss of 35
ing lost three consecutive games yards. IN
after falling at UT Martin last week
33-3. Eastern Kentucky struggled to
find any offense in the contest, rushing for 58 yards and passing for 171.
First-year head coach Mark Elder
has employed a somewhat balanced
attack, offensively, with only four
more rushing attempts than passing.
The yardage has not been as equal,'
as the Colonels are averaging 138.2'
yards per game on the ground and
265.9 yards in the air. Defensively,
Eastern Kentucky is allowing 30.1
vancmurrayledger.com
points on 410.6 yards per game.
The Colonels' rushing game has
been led by Henry Enyenihi this season, who has rushed for a team-high

II RACERS

am very eager to play against somebody else," Jones said. "I can't wait
to see what our guys can do against
another team and how we play with
each other."
Jones is one of three seniors returning for Murray State this season.
Last year, he averaged 12.7 points,
4.0 rebounds, 4.2 assists and 1.2
steals.
Guard Damarcus Croaker (9.6
points, 4.5 rebounds) and forward
Gee McGhee (9.0 points, 4.7 rebounds) are the other seniors for the
Racers this year.
Jones, Croaker and McGhee are
expected to be in MSU's starting
lineup against Berry College, along
with forward Terrell Miller Jr. (15.7
points, 9.5 rebounds for Southwest
Mississippi Junior College in 201516) and guard Jonathan Stark (10.6
points,4.6 assists for Tulane in 201415).
Stark, who sat out the entire
201-16 season after transferring to
Murray State via Tulane, is anxious
to return to the court in a regulation
game.
"There is a goal for us every time
we walk out onto the court. We want
to make a good statement," Stark
said. "I think we competed well
against each other Saturday (in the

•MSU
From Page 2
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Racers post ninth straight win
Murray State Athletics

CLARKSVILLE,Tenn. --- In front of a raucous crowd
at the Dunn Center, Murray State was able to silence the
noise and come away with an exciting 27-25, 25-20, 2125, 25-17 Ohio Valley Conference victory over Austin
Peay on Wednesday.
Kristen Besselsen had a career night, leading the Rakers (17-8,12-1 OVC) with a career-high 25 kills and hitting .345 to top Murray State. She also notched 12 digs to
record her fifth double-double of the season while adding
a match-high two service aces and three block assists.
Scottie Ingram also added a double-double, tallying
15 kills and 15 digs. Dacia Brown added 10 kills and
Olivia Chatman and Kamille Jones had eight and seven
kills, respectively.
Hannah Stultz had another big night at setter, averaging 15 assists per set against the Governors, posting
60 total in the match. Stultz also added 13 digs, three
kills and an ace. In the back row, Ellie Lorenz recorded a
match-high 30 digs.
As a team. Murray State hit .216 while Austin Peay
(21-9, 10-3 OVC)hit .218 overall. The Goys also had a
7-4 edge in total blocks. In the serving, the Racers had
twice as many aces(6-3) as the Goys.
Murray State's win is its ninth straight as the Racers close their season-long five-match road trip unblemMurray State
Athletics
ished. MSU returns to action at 2 p.m. Saturday, when Murray
State's Kamille Jones(5)and Dacia Brown (9) block a hitting attempt of Austin Peay's Ashley
Slay
Eastern Kentucky comes to Racer Arena.•
during an Ohio Valley Conference match Wednesday in Clarkville, Tenn.

MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL

See MSU, Page 7

— If illegal contact occurs by the offensive player using a straight arm and the defense using a "swim stroke" at approximately the same time, it is a double foul.
— Officials will be instructed to call the
first foul.
In rebounding,fouls will be called:
— When there is displacement of an opponent.
— In free-throw situations in which the
offensive player on the lane line (in the second player position) shoves the defensive
player (in the first position) to gain a rebounding advantage.
— When there is shoving, wedging, using knees/legs on an opponent to gain an
advantage.
In traveling:
— There will be an increased emphasis
on enforcing rules, especially when players
reset their feet on the perimeter and in the
post, when players drag or change pivot feet
or exceed the legal number of steps in making a move to the basket.
Senior guard Bryce Jones said he's ready
to get the season underway.
"It's pretty exciting because we have
been going at each other for a month now. I

MSU seeking improvement in exhibition
By JEFF ARENZ

jarenz@murraytedger corn
The Murray State Racers have been
banging on each other in practice at the
CFSB Center for more than a month.
Now. the MSU players will have their
first opportunity to get physical with another team on the court at 7 p.m. today, when
Berry College battles Murray State in a
home exhibition game.
Racers head coach Matt McMahon is expecting to see improvement from his team
in several situations.
"The obvious goal is to get better as we
play a regulation game in front of our fans,
with officials and with all of the new points
of emphasis in the rules this year," McMahon said. "I want our players to get a lot
of experience. We'll give everybody some
Murray State Athletics
playing time and we'll try out some differ- Murray
State's Damarcus Croaker attempts a slam dunk against Jacksonent combinations."
ville State in an Ohio Valley Conference game Jan. 9 at the CFSB Center.
Two important areas of change in the
NCAA rules this season is reducing physidefense.
the
— If the defender uses a "swim stroke"
cality in the post and in rebounding. There is
— If the offensive player posts up with in an attempt to front an offensive player
also a new emphasis on traveling.
his arms straight out to the side to ward off who has his arms in a legal position (bent at
In post play:
an
opponent
and
contact occurs with a de- the elbows), it is a defensive foul.
— If the offensive player dislodges the fender
who is attempting to get around the
— If the defensive player "lays" on the
defense, it is a foul on the offense. If the deoffensive
post
player
to
him,
front
it is a foul offensive player with more than incidental
fense dislodges the offense, it is 'a teal on
,".en hi'offensive player,
contact, it is a defensive foul.

Associated Press
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He also assembled the Red Sox team that
broke Boston's 86-year drought with the
2004 championship.
From Curse of the Bambino to the Billy
Goat Curse, he ended another jinx.
The Indians, meanwhile, added more
heartbreak. In their previous World Series appearance, they were a double-play

grounder from winning the title before losing Game 7 in 11 innings to the Marlins.
After defeating San Francisco and the
Los Angeles Dodgers in the playoffs. Chicago became the first team to earn a title by
winning Games 6 and 7 on the road since
the 1979 Pittsburgh Pirates.
While Cubs fans hugged with delight,

r

48-hours to advance? Perhaps more importantly, who will fix it?
"I think Treshon Elmore is a good pick
and I think Dalton Lassiter could change
things. I think the offensive line has stepped
up the last couple of weeks but really it's
anybody. The key is consistent football, we
just have to execute," Hodge added.
With Owensboro Catholic (9-1) likely waiting in the wing for the winner next
week, Pajor's return should spark the, fire
the Tigers will need desperately in the next
potential two games..S

there was only despair for the Indians, who
now have gone longer than anyone without
a crown.
Dexter Fowler homered on Corey Kluber's fourth pitch of the game, 23-year-old
Javier Baez and 39-year-old David Ross
also went deep for the Cubs, who led 5-1
in the fifth inning and 6-3 in the eighth.•

AP Photo
The Chicago Cubs celebrate after Game 7 of the Major League Baseball World Series against
the Cleveland Indians
on Thursday in Cleveland. The Cubs won 8-7 in 10 innings to win the series 4-3.

downs (23) on the Cougars roster. Cougar four quarters, I really do. They don't have
running backs Brycen Parker (994 rushing the speed of Russellville, but they run simiFrom Page 3
yards with 10 touchdowns) and Dakota lar formations.They don't throw as much as
Patton (590 yards) will hold down the of- the Panthers or have that type of speed, but
With just 212 passing yards on the season, fensive fort, while
Turley and Parker also it's similar," Hodge added.
McLean County has a ground game (3343 contribute defensively
with 116 combined
With kickoff set for 7:30 p.m. at Ty Holrushing yards gained this season) that could tackles.
land Stadium and the field lights to brighten
be eye opening if the Murray High defense
More importantly than that, the Cougars a good hour prior, the Tigers have focused
allows the big plays like they have all sea- return virtually every key
piece from 2015. all week on this moment. They'll put on
son long.
"They run their offense extremely well the pads once more, buckle up their helmet
Quarterback Trevor Turley has just six and they give a ton of
formations and a ton straps and walk onto their home turf hand
pass completions in 26 attempts on the sea- of misdirection. They have a slew of runin hand,with Pajor this time, knowing the
son, but has rushed for an impeccable 1120 ning backs and they-re good at what they
.biggest obstacle in their way is themselves.
touchand
yardS, giving him the most yards
do. I expect a very competitive game for
So, what do the Tigers have to fix in

•MHS

CLEVELAND — The waii-til next year
is finally over. The Chicago Cubs are World
Series champions.
Ending more than a century of flops,
futility and frustration, the Cubs won their
first title since 1908, outlasting the Cleveland Indians 8-7 in 10 innings of a Game 7
thriller early Thursday.
Lovable losers for generations, the Cubs
nearly let this one get away, too. MI-Star
closer Aroldis Chapman blew a three-run
lead with two outs in the eighth when Rajai
Davis hit a tying homer.
But the Cubs, after tormenting their
fans one more time, came right back after
a 17-minute rain delay before the top of the
10th.
Ben Zobrist hit an RBI double and Miguel Montero singled home a run to make
it 8-6. Davis delivered an RBI single with
two outs in the bottom half, but Mike Montgomery closed it out, and the celebration
was on.
Blue-clad Cubs fans filled nearly the entire lower deck behind the Chicago dugout
at Progressive Field, singing "Go! Cubs!
Go!"
Manager Joe Maddon's team halted the
longest title drought in baseball, becoming
the first club to overcome a 3-1 Series deficit since the 1985 Kansas City Royals.
Cleveland was trying to win its first
crown since 1948, but lost the last two
games at home.
World Series favorites since spring training. Chicago led the majors with 103 wins
this season.
The Cubs then ended more than a centu-.
ry of misery for their loyal fans — barely.
Third baseman Kris Bryant, one of Chicago's young talents, began smiling even
before fielding a grounder by Michael
Martinez and throwing it across to star first
baseman Anthony Rizzo for the final out.
Zobrist was chosen as the World Series
MVP,a year after he helped the Royals win
the championship.
Zobrist was among the players brought
to the Cubs by Theo Epstein, the baseball
guru added another crown to his collection.

Cubs win 1st title since 1908
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W
W
L

10/14
10/21
10/28
11/05

OPPONENT

6
0
0
0

28

9
6
2
2
4

a

84
96
48
13
16
17
7
658
500
164
89
75
70
46
48
31
13
12
10
4
2
-70

42
24
9
9
5
4
3
1
1
1
1
1
763
317
146
75
18
42
31
15
13
7
1
18 1
13.2
16.2
8.3
3.6
10.5
10.3
15.0
13.0
7.0
1.0
0.0

MHS running back/
linebacker who had
a dislocated ankle
injury in Week 0 but
worked to make it
back to the field for
the KHSAA playoffs.

ANDREW
PAJOR

MS GRID PLAYER
OF THE WEEK

Tun Wheeler 2, Jonathan Hilbrecht 2. Trent Jones 2, Jordan
Boyd I, John O'Bnen 1, John Seargent 1, Matthew McCormick 1, Hunter Holt 1, Tommy Waldrop 1, Victor Hudspeth 1

FUMBLE RECOVERIES

Andrew Pator 1. Jon Hilbrecht 1, John Farmer 1, Anthony
Duffy 1, Danny Chavama 1

INTERCEPTIONS

7
3
1
1
0
1

7
0
0
0

5
0
1
0

AVG TD

7.8
5.2
3.4
6.8
4.7
4.1
5.8
3.9
3.9
1.4
2.0
5.0
2.0
0.6
-2.5

ATT YDS AVG TD

95 1,335
7
86
2
10
1
0

G33 YDS

177
14
5
1

CMP YDS TD

EMI

at Webster County
Rill I ARD MEMORIAL
PADUCAH TILGHMAN
McLf.AN COUNTY

vs, West Greene, Tenn.
vs Calloway County
at Graves County
at Hoplunsville
at Marshall County
RUSSELLVILLE
MAYFIELD

Victor Hudspeth 60, John O'Bnen 41, Jon Hilbrecht 24, Trent
Jones 24, Matthew Harper 16, Tommy Waldrop 16, Lane
Owens 15, Hunter Holt 14, Will Lovins 14, John Seargent 14,
John Farmer 12, Jayden Jackson 11, Treshon Elmore 10,
Eulalio Magana 10, Anthony Dully 9, Tuft Wheeler 9, Matthew
McCormick 7. Reed York 5, Michael Parks 5, Mason Spann 4,
Jordan Boyd 3, Andrew Paior 3, Jorden Dully 1, Ahquanan Elmore 1, Jacob Jones 1. Noah Memss 1, RaVaheal Strickland
1, Jayden Speed 1

TACKLES

Anthony Dully
Casey Wilson-Want
Jordan Boyd
Treshon Elmore
Michael Parks
John O'Bnen
Dalton Lassiter
John Seargent
Ahquavian Elmore
Tommy Waldrop
Reed York
Will Lawns

RECEIVING

55-19
35-32
46-68

17-12
2-13
7-27
7-43
3-42
14-33
7-49

WON 3, LOST 7

Jordan Boyd
Michael Parks
Dalton Lassiter
Andrew Paror
Jayden Jackson
Chase Memo
Mark Thompson
Treshon Elmore
John O'Brien
Will Lovins
Casey Wilson-Ward
John Seargent
John Farmer
Ahquanan Elmore
Hunter Utley

RUSHING

Hunter Utley
Michael Parks
John Seargent
Mark Thompson

PASSING

W
L
1
L
L
L
L

1231 SCORE

08120
08/27
09/02
09/09
09/16
09/23
09/30

DATE
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After every game this season, win or
lose, the Murray High Tigers surround each
other in a circle of prayer, for the trials and
unknowns yet to come.
Them, the circle gets tighter and more
personal.
Their goal last season was muttered
in the huddle after every game, "State
champs."
While a state championship in Class 2A
won't be Murray High's barometer this November, there's a team that is as every bit
happy with the accomplishments they've
made and the trials they've conquered despite everything that's been thrown at them.
As is the case with the Calloway County
Lakers, so is the same for the Murray High
Tigers (3-7), set to play host in the first
round of the KHSAA football playoffs to
the same team they faced last season.
With the Tigers, it's impressive they've
even come this far, set to host a Class 2A
Playoff game despite a three-win season,
but it's the progression of top running back
Andrew Pajor from an opening day ankle
injury that has Ty Holland Stadium buzzing
about this Friday night.
After an ankle injury sidelined Pajor on
opening day against West Greene, Tn., Pajor is medically cleared to return and will
play at linebacker defensively, while Hodge
doesn't plan on utilizing him at running
back unless it's needed.
"He's in pads and we'll see. He'll get to
play on the defensive side of the ball and
we know he's excited about the opportunity to get back out there and play. He won't
be at running back just yet unless we need
him to, but we really need him on the defensive side. He's a heck of a linebacker and
he loves playing defense. Hopefully we can
get him out there."
Any other occasion, the last game of the
regular season would be an after thought for
a playoff bound team that hasn't lost in the
first round of the postseason since 2007, but
last Friday's historical showdown with Paducah Tilghman simply can't be dismissed.
If their playoff-clinching 35-32 win over
Ballard Memorial two weeks ago was a
cross country meet, the game that followed
it was an all out 400 meter sprint.
Paducah Tilghman ran up 945 yards of
offense in a 68-48 win over Murray High
last Friday after the two teams combined for
1022 total yards of offense in the•first half.
Tilehman running back Alec Gold ran 24

By BRYCE RUDD
brudd@murrayledger.com

). See MHS, Page 6

Keith Hodge said.
"They're a fast team and you can't take
that away from them. Both of us gave up
too many plays With four minutes left, it's
a one possession game and we don't get the
onside kick and all of a sudden they score
again. We were arm tackling and we did
not play sound at all. It wasn't fundamental
football and it was not a week 10 performance."
With just one playoff meeting with McLean County from 2002-2014,the Tigers are
about to see the Cougars a second straight
postseason. Winning just four games a year
ago, the McLean County Cougars are an
impressive 7-3, under season four of head
coach Zach Wagner.
One thing is for certain, the Cougars
won't pass the ball very. much, if at all.

Good Luck Racers, Tigers & Lakers.

times for 165 yards and four touchdowns,
but it was quarterback Dalton Ferrell that
caught the attention of the state, throwing
622 yards for the third most in a game in
state history.
Jordan Boyd continued his brilliance
with 24 rushes for 235 yards and two touchdowns, while Anthony Duffy had all three
touchdown receptions for a 172-yard day
(including an 80-yard interception returned
for a touchdown) but the Tiger defense gave
up the big plays in the end. After cutting the
Tilghman lead to a one possession game in
the closing minutes, a failed onside kick attempt helped seal a Blue Tornado win.
"We gave up way too many points and
we didn't tackle well. The positive thing
is that we hung in there and we battled because our kids have a lot of fight in them,
but the bottom line is that we keep giving
up the big plays, third year head coach
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MHS hosts McLean County
in KHSAA playoff rematch
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65 1,017
6
311
13
2

23
10
8
7
6
6
3
1

665
375
70
28
29
22
20
18
0
0
1
-4
-7

425
143
230
62
118
72
21
2

16
0
0

55
4.7
70
1.4
9.7
11.0
10.0
2.3
0.0
0.0
1.0
-4.0
-70

18_5
14.3
28.8
8.9
19.7
12.0
7.0
2.0

7
3
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

10
2
1
1
1
1
0
0

REC YDS AVG TD

121
80
10
20
3
2
2
8
2
2
1
1
1

ATI YDS AVG TD

9
3
0
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By BRYCE RUDD
brudd@murrayIedger.corn
Much of the Calloway County faithful
felt like the Graves County game last Friday
night was the true telling point of just how
much progress the Lakers have made.
Twenty four hours away from waking
up to the first round of the KHSAA Class
4A football playoffs, they're hoping it was
a fluke.
What was a promising rivalry contest
ended up as nothing more a missed opportunity as sophomore quarterback Ryan
Mathis led the Eagles with 191 yards to a
53-12 decision at Calloway County. From
missing the opening onside kick to failing
to convert an extra point attempt once, the
Lakers learned their lesson, but they know
it's the end of their season if it happens
again.
"Even within the game, the onside kick
and the turnover to put them up 14-6, one
point and two point conversions still haunt
us. We're still searching there and trying to
find consistency, it's within every phase of
the game. We've got to get stingy," second
year head coach Mickey Garrison said.
Held to just 19 rushing yards last week,
the Lakers will have to be the multi-dimensional threat they've shown signs of capability in.
So, here the Lakers ate, promised only
one more game in 2016.One more game,to
compare to the year 2008, when the Caboway County Lakers(7-3)last won a playoff
game.
Enter Allen County-Scottsville (4-6),
which will be in search of just their third
road playoff win in school history Friday
night, when the Patriots visit Jack D. Rose
Stadium against the Calloway County Lakers to begin the 2016 postseason.
Ironically enough, their second playoff
road win came here last season, when the
Patriots sent the Laken home for the season with a season high 364-passing yards
on November 6,2015.
The Patriots finished 5-5 in the 2015
regular season and while coming into Calloway County with one less tally in the
win column than last year, the Patriots are
scheming to execute the same exact thing
that won them their only playoff win in
2015; keep the defense guessing.
Mindful of the 39-15 loss to ACS last
season in the playoffs,the Lakers aren'tjust
happy to be here anymore. After accomplishing a 7-3 regular season and their best
.r°C°F*P!PCe. *if.1I -3 seasprt iti ,2p9ti,A

Simmering

playoff appearance isn't enough as the Lak- (1672 passing yards with 12 touchdown
pass completions on just eight interceptions
ers look to capitalize.
A short, strong and low center to gravi- and six rushing touchdowns). Wilson's goty running back in Jaylon McPeak looks to to targets will be Jack Ward (831 receivpeak on his stellar senior season with 805 ing yards) and Colton Cox (670 receiving
net rushing yards and 10 rushing touch- yards) as the two have combined to haul
downs on the season for the Patriots, while in 12 of the Patriots 14 touchdown recepa multi diverse and balanced arsenal from
Page.,7?
vSee
quarterback Chase Nilson wain kis the wing

DONNIE PASCHALL / Ledger & Times tile photo
Calloway County's Jacob Bellah attempts to intercept a pass intended for an
Allen County-Scottsville receiver during the first round of the Class 4A Football State Tournament on Nov. 7, 2015, at Jack D. Rose Stadium.

Calloway County prepared for
Allen CountyScottsville rematch
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7
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2
1
0
0
0
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at Eastern Illinois
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38
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17
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6
2
1
1
1
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6
2
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1.0
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3
1
0
1
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8
3
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631 16.6
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4.8
58
6.7
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8.5
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0
0.0
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5.0
5,
-1.0
-1
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84
16
4
4
1
1
2
55
1
3

AU YDS AVG TO
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17
228
-1
I
-6
1
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2016 STATISTICS
DATE
09/03
09/10
09/17
09/24
10/01
Mal
19/15
10/22
10/29
11/05
11/12
11/19

PASSING
KD Humphries
Cameron Birse
Jesse Blackburn
Houston Hartz

RUSHING

RECEIVING

Mareio McGraw
Demetnc Johnson
Trae Gordon
Jesse Blackburn
Mark Dodson
Jonathan Jackson
Houston Hartz
Tyre Gray
KD Humphries
Mitch Stults
L.J. Gainey
Cameron Buse

Jordon Gandy
Jesse Blackburn
Demetric Johnson
Mitch Studs
Malik Golson
Jonathan Moss
Marem McGraw
LI Gainey
Jensen Feggins
Tyre Gray
Trae Gordon
Sterling Taylor
Raiai Perkins
Cameron Buse

TACKLES

Zachary Wade 57, Sean Rodriguez 55, Jonathan Jackson 53,
Toby Omli 53, Manco Paige 52, Lamont Crittendon 43, Isaiah
Foster 42,Dylan Boone 40, D'Montre Wade 32, Marquez
Sanford 30, Bishop Woods 29, Quincy Williams 24, Zech
Shipley 21, Silas Owens 16, Nigel Walton 14, bin Elrington 14,
Troy-Wayne Quinn 12, Rashad Johnson 11, James Sappington
8, Korey Tillman 8, Derrick Shaw 8, Greg Willard 7,Dee Nails
7, D'ilaughn Mitt 6, Chris Stahl 6, Raiai Perkins 5, Mardi)
McGraw 3, Jordon Gandy 3, Jordan Tyler 3, Was Drewery 2,
Robert Adams 2, Malik Colson 2, Jonathan Moss 2, Demetric
Johnson 2, Chase Boling 1, Sterling Taylor 1, Connor Mitchell
1, Noah Banks 1, Andre Davis 1, Ryan Duvall 1

INTERCEPTIONS

D'Montre Wade 2, Dylan Boone 1, Isaiah Foster 1, Silas
Owens 1, Zech Shipley 1, Nigel Walton 1, Greg Willard 1

FUMBLE RECOVERIES

Zachary Wade 2, Dylan Boone 1, Silas Owens 1, Manco Paige
1, Dee Naris 1,Toby Omh 1, Marquez Sanford 1, Dern& Shaw 1

MSU GRID PLAYER
OF THE WEEK
KWAN
STALLWORTH
MSU offensive lineman who is part of unit
that has allowed only
two sacks in the Racers
last two games. Murray
State gave up 22 sacks
"• • in ltslirst six aames.

1
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The Murray Ledger 6,Times is an equal opportunity employer.
Questions or comments can be directed to 270-753-1916.

Apply at location.
1001 Whitnell Ave. Murray, Ky 4207

The Murray Ledger & Times is currently accepting resumes for energetic,
outgoing individuals for a Newspaper Delivery Carrier to assist in the
morning distribution. Papers are delivered early mornings6 days per
week. Must have dependable transportation, valid driver's license,current
vehicle insurance, ability to work early morning hours, Saturdays and
some holidays, physically able to lift bundles of newspapers repetitively.
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thing we have to do is put that behind us and Racers' turnover margin, which ranks third
By JEFF ARENZ
in the OVC. is plus two(17 takeaways, 15
continue to move forward."
jarenz@murrayiedger.com
MSU's motto for each game has been to giveaways).
Riding a huge wave of momentum,Mur- go "I-0" for the week.
Premium protection
"It's another chance for us to go 1-0.
ray State travels to play an Ohio Valley
After allowing 22 sacks in Murray
Conference game at Eastern Kentucky on That is our focus, coming off the two big
wins that we've had these last two weeks," State's first six games,the Racers'offensive
Saturday.
line gave up no sacks at Eastern Illinois and
The Racers (3-5 overall, 3-2 OVC) are Stewart said. "We are continuing to focus allowed two fourth-quarter sacks to Tennesseeking their first three-game winning on the work at hand to get better each day." see State on Saturday.
Stewart said he is not taking the Colostreak since in five seasons. The traditionalfreshredshirt
some
had
we
year.
"Last
ly powerful Colonels (2-6, 1-4) are having nels lightly.
We're
"As soon as you turn on the film, you'll men who gained some experience.
an uncharacteristic down year.
starting to get a little more chemistry since
MSU head coach Mitch Stewart is smil- see really quick as to how you approach we have been playing together," MSU left
ing after his team has pulled back-to-back Eastern Kentucky. That is with your utmost guard Kwan Stallworth said. "Tlie chemisupsets against ranked foes in consecutive focus," Stewart said. "They have a lot of try is starting to come together because we
weeks. Murray State defeated Eastern Il- good players and a lot of good personnel. are communicating and it's making us click
linois, ranked 24th in this week's STATS I think they have had some turnovers, of- out there."
FCS poll, 4-0-38 on Oct. 22 before taking fensively, that has hurt them. They are just
Depth at linebacker
out Tennessee State, ranked 25th in last as talented as anybody we have faced this
week's poll, 38-31 on Saturday at Roy year."
MSU has benefitted from the contribuThe Colonels have been plagued by turn- tions of six players at linebacker.
Stewart Stadium.
"It was a tremendous win for us and a overs in 2016. losing the ball 23 times (18
"The next man up' is a coaching cliche,
tremendous win for the progression of our interceptions,five fumbles) and gaining the
program," Stewart said of the Racers' win ball 18 times (10 fumble recoveries, 8 in2.. See RACERS, Page 7
against Tennessee State."Now,the biggest terceptions) for a margin of minus five.The

MSU focusing on going 1-0
against Eastern Kentucky

CAusvirmt ammo LAMB MURRAY STATE RAMIS
DATE
22-0
13-2

132
12
2

ATT CMP YDS TD

13-20
40-22
21-14
33-15
37-0
0-56
34-18
12-53

OHIO COUNTY
Is Murray High
Pp Week lb Sawa
It Marshall County
at Trigg County
at Madisonville-NH
at Hopkins County Central
WEBSTER COUNTY
HOPKINSVILLE
LOGAN COUNTY
GRAVES COUNTY

2016 STATISTICS
9,3

06/20
06/77
MIN
09/09
NO 6
09/73
09r30
10,1)'
Lii28

PASSING
Jacob Behan
John Foster
Jeremiah Malone

RUSHING
Jacob Began
Dardos Striding
Cody Orr
Amman klalone
Jordan Noireworthy
Ben Yong
lams Saralee*
Chandler Cam
lace Keel°
John Foster
Michael Behrens
Robert Franco
Chnsban Bobo

RECEIVING
Jerome Malone
Kasen Robertson
Chandler Cain
Cody Orr
Damns WNW°
Jordan Noraweraly
Robert Franco
Jacob Waiters

TACKLES
Colby Culver 85, Chondler Cam 55, Michael Betvens 50. Jost
Efinger 44, Jordan Norsworthy 44, Jacob BMW 39, Colton
Cox 37, Tre Daniel 30, Ben tong 27, Jeremiah Malone 24,
Ca* Orr 14, Gar Philips 14, Robert Franco 11, Kevin Robertson 9, Bryce ipmeter 5, Sidney Hansen 5, Lance Steinfeldt
3, Jameson Owen 3, Barred Lovett 2. Jacob Slitters 2, Dylan
Behrens I. Dylen 8.6 1. Garrett Duncan I, Ki Franklin 1
Demme Stribling 1, Chrlellen Adams 1, Sean Ellis 1, Kolbee
Thorn 1, Christian Bobo 1, Gabe Walker 1 NOTE Does not
include gimes spinet Logan County or GINN COliflly

INTERCEPTIONS
Jeremiah Malone 4, Robert Franco 2, Jacob Behan I. Cody
Orr I. Keveln Robertson 1

FUMBLE RECOVERIES
Jacob ONO 3, Miami Moan 2,C6111611er Cab 1,&My
allIVIN 1 J0011 Bingo( 1,lk•Soft 1,Go.Raw 1,Caton
Coal

•
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CCU GRID PLAYER
OF ME WEEK
THE
DANIEL
Cilleveny Coumy defSmskuL.has
mole 30WON and
recoseted alinehis In
thelawsOne nine
genies Me swoon.
On Filds% COS heels
Men County-Scabtile ma IDISAA Mos
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